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HERE’S

THE

REAL

DEAL

Subscribe to

Nintendo Power

now, and get

your choice

of one of these

three Nintendo

Player’s Guides

worth more than the

lunch you’re about

to lose.

Use the mail-in form on the other side of

this card or call 1-800-255-3700 for fast relief!



StarFoxAir

TO BE USED IN CASE OF EMERGENCY





Read Nintendo Power Magazine.

We’ll teach you not to TOSS YOUR COOKIES when you’re performing

the gut-wrenching, stomach-churning combat maneuvers in the

exciting new game. Star Fox 64. You’ll get 12 issues packed with all

the tips and tricks you need for all of your Nintendo games.

Plus, your subscription includes our special Bonus Issue, Nintendo

Character Collector’s Cards, and Super Power Stamps which you can

use to buy cool Nintendo STUFF in our subscriber-exclusive Super

Power Supplies Catalog!!

Better order today -then you’ll be able to handle anything the evil

Emperor Andross THROWS UP AT YOU! Call 1-800-255-3700 to subscribe

for just 519.95 a year.”

“Canadian residents pay *27.95
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Some Paks were destined forgreatness, while others

were destined for the bargain bin. Out of the thou-

sands of titles ever released for all Nintendo systems,

sere’s the cream of the crop, plus a few that were not.

We’ve mapped out every arena in

GoldenEye’s mul tiplayer Live And Let Die

mode and identified the 100 best ambush

spots. Our strategies will go a long way in

helping you qualify for your License To Kill.

^ V '

Classified Information has been one of the

most popular features in NP, so we’ve

compiled a list of 100 of the best codes

ever-big weapons, big heads

and even some big, juicy bass.^llHpi^
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We walked the walk and talked the talk with all of our

sources in the game industry and got the goods on Zelda 64,

Yoshi's Story, Major League Baseball Featuring Ken Griffey

Jr., Bomberman 64, San Francisco Rush and many more

upcoming gems. The fall season is rapidly approaching, and

the 64-bit harvest promises to be a bountiful one.

IT'S NP PARTY TIME!

Over the last nine years and

100 issues, Nintendo Power

has brought you the best in-

depth strategies, the most

awesome codes and the

sneakiest insider scoops for

the biggest games on every

Nintendo system. Join us as

we take a look at blockbusters

past and sneak a peek at what

the gaming future holds!
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Reaching Out

My son, Lucas, who drew

this picture is autistic.

Lucas is 14 years old and

loves Nintendo. With

autism, children become
locked inside themselves.

Through the miracle of

Nintendo, we have been

allowed to reach Lucas and

keep him in our world.

There are not enough

thank-yous to be said.

Diane Prilliman

Scotls Valley, CA

Up on the Rooftop

In Player's Pulse in Volume

94, you challenged a read-

er to get on to the top of

the castle roof in Super

Mario 64 without using the

cannon. Now, I'm not Mr.

Coinmaster, but I made it

to the top without using the

cannon. First, you get to

the top using the cannon

and get the Wing Cap.

Then, you get back on the

ground and fly to the roof

with the Wing Cap. My
friends and I thought you

were supposed to use wall

kicks. I now know that I

should look at things from

each point of view before

trying to do anything.

Seth Meyer

Mankato, MM
You're quite the resourceful

gamer, Seth! Even we over-

looked using the Wing Cap

to fly up to the roof. And,

actually, you can use wall

kicks to leap to the rooftop!

It's a tough feat, but with

some practice, you may be

Godzilla Vs. Turok?

You're askin' me what will

happen over the next 1 00

issues after this crazy unpre-

dictable one? Well, N64 will

probably move from the

Rumble Pak to creating an

actual simulation cockpit.

Zero (Mega Man X3) will

probably have his own game

series. Geno will have his own

RPG series. Link will have bat-

tled Predator, and Turok will

have defeated Godzilla.

Nintendo will start making

TVs and stereos, and Sony will

go out of business. Well, I've

been as creative as I can.

Make the next 100 issues a

great experience! Keep up

your good work!

GrifterWS

Via the Internet

Send in the Clowns

The Super NES and now the

N64 are my ways of bonding

with my nephews, Ben (age

7), Adam (11) and Jake (13).

I'm 47. They live in Kansas

and I live in Indiana. My best

friend (48), previously a nun

for 22 years and now a high

school teacher and profes-

sional clown ("Melody") and

I, a crane operator and

clown ("Confetti") play

Nintendo games all the time.

It's a great way for Melody to

bond with her students and

for us to bond with our

young audi-

ences when we talk to

them. Today, I am known to

my nephews as the

"Nintendo Aunt". You've

been a great help for bridg-

ing two generations (and

hopefully three generations

in the future).

Cynthia "Confetti"

DeMaranville

Michigan City, IN

Maps and Legends

I would like to thank Marty

Pappas and the rest of the

Nintendo Power staff for the

Turok map layouts in Volume

95. They were a big help.

Thank you, Marty Pappas. I

would also like to thank

those who have created other

maps in past issues.

DeRosset Myers

Boston, MA

able to do it. Start at the

tree closest to where the

castle's right side connects

with the green wall. Run to

the green wall and jump
right before you reach the

slope. Triple jump up the

slope, and if you land just

right, you'll slide back

down in the sitting posi-

tion. From that slide, jump
to the castle's brick wall

and wall kick off of it.

When you kick yourself

higher up the brick wall,

grab on to it and push up

Background Art: Romina Cabatbat • Upland, California



Super Mario jumps.

Nintendo! It's a fruit-fla-

vored crunch."

Ryan Nielsen

Via the Internet

Nintendo cereal? Nintendo

salads? What's next,

Nintendo TV dinners???

The Big Challenge

Here's an Arena Challenge:

Can you find someone who
would give their Nintendo

64 away to you? Kinda diffi-

cult, huh?

Jesse Coley

Almyra, AR

I’m So Excited

I am getting an N64 tomor-

row and I am very excited.

It's 11 :31 p.m. and I can't

sleep. I believe that many
other people probably went

through the same thing

when they were waiting to

get an N64. To help people

out, I suggest you release

something on how to han-

dle the excitement.

Matt Honea

Via the Internet

We have. It's called

Nintendo Power.

Salad 64
Here it is! After long hours,

I have found the fantastic

Nintendo salad recipe that

you were asking for in

Volume 95. First, take any

old NES game and throw it

in a blender. Grind it into a

very fine pulp and put it

into a bowl. Next, take

large quantities of pasta

and any other Italian food

and boil until tender. Find

the closest witch and give

her a mushroom to make

magic powder. Add a few

Game Boys with small

amounts of battery acid to

a very large mixing bowl.

Also add small amounts of

Kirby brand marshmallows,

two Yoshi eggs, three toad-

stools, 1 20 castle stars, two

crying baby penguins, one

metal hat, one

completed Tri-

force, three red

shells, eight

bananas, many
thunder bolts

and spiny shells,

one Peach, and a

Gold Controller.

Mix with the

pasta and add ran

ing for flavoring. Please eat-

on the Control Stick to pull

yourself up to the roof.

Royal Flush

I just noticed that the castle in

Super Mario 64 has no bath-

rooms. Where are they?

Joseph Michael Lovenguth

Via the Internet

We're guessing they're in the

royal "throne room."

and don't

tooth on a

Eat large

of pizza

play only the

and the Super

Don't sleep for

sorry

describing the life

beta tester there.

Chip Wilson

Logan, OH

We’re Not Just for

Breakfast Anymore

I was watching a video

tape that I recorded from a

long time ago and came
across something that

brought back some memo-
ries: the commercial for

Nintendo cereal. You

know, the one that goes,

"Nintendo! It's for break-

fast now. Nintendo! It's a

cereal. Wow! Nintendo!
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NP has come a long way since it debuted in July 1988. Player’s Pulse used
to be called “Mail Box”, and it wasn’t until January 1995 that we started

to regularly feature envelope art. A lot happens over 1 00 issues and many
readers have been inspired to wax nostalgic.

No Way Out

I am 40 years old. I have been

a Nintendo fan since 1986.

Never regretting a single

moment, I now own the NES,

Super NES and Game Boy (not

to mention hundreds of game

cartridges). I possess every

issue of your magazine dating

back to the "Fun Club News"

Volume 1 , Number 2. In that

issue you mention the Minus

World in Super Mario Bros.

Getting into World -1 is a

piece of cake, but getting out

of it is something I have yet to

accomplish. I think a present to

all of us is in order—you

should include in your 100th

issue the one secret left untold

for the greatest video game of

all time. Please, finally reveal

this maneuver to us!

Steve Callahan

Bel Air, MD

Unfortunately, the only maneu-

ver that will get you out ofthe

Minus World is to hit the Reset

Button, because the area has

no exit. That's probably not

the present you were hoping

for, but it's the thought that

counts, right?

Sarah Blankenship • North Royalton, Ohio

The Game
Boy That

Never Was
I was looking through some

old drawings I did a couple of

years ago and found my entry

for a contest you had a very

long time ago (1 991 ). If I had

only sent it in. Darn it, what a

big dope I am.

Chris Eisert

Erie, PA

That's quite a creepy Game
Boy you've created, Chris.

It's almost as strange as

David Lanchart and Giorgio

and Daniele Mangano's

infamous "Bread Boy" fea-

tured in Volume 69!

On the Tube

I went to my friend's house,

and we started looking

through the movies that he

had. We popped in a tape

and immediately we heard,

"Come on everybody, do

the Mario!" followed by the

Mario Bros, music. It was

the "Super Mario Bros.

Super Show!" He had about

50 episodes, and we stayed

up all night watching them.

I remember watching that

show and "Captain N"

when I was 7 or 8. But

what I forgot was that. 'The

Legend of Zelda" came on

every Friday on the "Super

Show." As I was watching

this tape, I felt like 1 was at

home again. I hope these

shows air again, so people

who never got a chance to

watch them can experience

them for the first time. (Sort

of like the rerelease of Star

Wars, eh?)

George Gumpert

Via the Interne

t

Figuring Samus Out

I like Metroid so much that my
friend and I made a Samus

action figure from foam board,

neon paint and a doll from my
little sister (she was mad at

Billy Zieska

Minneapolis, MN

Looking Forward

Keep up the great work! I'll be

planning to see you in 100 more

issues. Fifty issues ago, your edi-

tor in chief Gail Tilden said,

"May we celebrate Nintendo

Power's 100th issue together!"

And as we celebrate the next

one hundred issues, may we
always look forward through the

first). I hope you will print these

pictures, because Nintendo

encourages creativity!

A Brief History of Nintendo

1889: Fusajiro 1980: Nintendo intro- 1981: Donkey Kong

Yamauchi founds his duces Game & Watch debuts in arcades,

gaming company portable games.

(specializing in playing

cards), Nintendo.

1985: The NES along

with R.0.B, and the

Light Zapper Gun
shoot into stores.

1989: It's a boy! Game 1991:The Super NES 1994: Super Game
Boy is born. storms onto the Boy brings Game

scene. Boy to your tele-

vision screen.



eyes of technology, while never

forgetting the past. I'll be with

you every step of the way.

Chris Helms

Via the Internet

or pictures of Body Harvest.

I've been anxious to play it

ever since I saw pictures of it

from Shoshinkai in 1995.

Marcos Galaviz

Huntington Park, CA

Fashion Faux Pas

I was cleaning out these boxes

in my closet and I found R.O.B.

in perfect condition. I tried

playing him on my old NES

with Gyromite, and he worked

perfectly! I also found the first

issue of NP. I have always

wanted to tell you that on the

cover MARIO'S SUIT IS BACK-

WARDS! The red is switched

with the blue!

Mario De Miguel

Via the Internet

After 100 issues, the secret's

out! Mario owns more than

one pair of overalls!

King of the Road

While driving around the

other day, I spotted an inter-

section that had the name of

Nintendo of America's chair-

man, Howard Lincoln on it. I

decided to take a picture of it,

and hopefully you will print it.

I would also like to know if

you have any new information

1996: The Nintendo 64 1997: The Rumble Pak

revolutionizes home shakes things up for

gaming. the N64, while Nin-

tendo Power turns 100.

We knew that Howard was

influential, but this really

puts him on the map!

Thanks for the photo, and,

in return, flip to page 52 to

catch a peek at Body

Harvest it's part of our

1 OOth anniversary preview

blow-out. You've been wait-

ing since 1 995 for Body

Harvest, and the game's

developers at DMA Design

assure us that it's well worth

the wait (the best things in

life are worth waiting for,

like a 100th anniversary).

Star Search

What ever happened to the

"Celebrity Profile" section of

your magazine?

Cass Tuttle

Via the Internet

Over its nine years ofexistence,

NP has changed consider-

I ably. Regular features come

[
and go, and Celebrity Profile

s one that readers lost

| interest in. Sure, we've inter-

wed Nintendo fans such

I as Will Smith, Jay Leno and

]
Tim Allen who'vegone on

j become huge stars (coin-

|
cidence?), but we've also

I featured such stellar luminar-

s (read: where are they

now?) as the New Kids on the

Block, Willie Aames of "Charles

in Charge" and Alex Winter, the

OTHER guy in the Bill & Ted

movies. Readers demanded

more gaming tips and strategies,

so NP began changing. Features

like NES Journal fell by the way-

side, while Power Players

evolved into Arena and

Classified Information filed

away its venerable manila fold-

er background. For a trip down

memory lane turn the page and

join us as we reminisce about

100 issues of Power!

Sebastian Soo • Scarborough. Ontario
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WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
One-hundred issues older, NP is entering the next generation.

To ring in our centennial, Player’s Pulse is introducing some

computer-generated art designed by our readers. Whether you

draw by hand or by mouse, keep that artwork coming in!

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY
NINTENDO

,

POWER
SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SVSTEM SET-UP
AND REPAIR

1 -800 -255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.in-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday -

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday
French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900-288-0707

U.S. $1.50 per minute

1-900 -451-4400
Canada $2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

POWER LINE

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com

Background Art: Luke Jennings • Hockessin, Delav/are



NES Journal

Above: Roger Clemens of the
Boston Red Sox poses with
Leslie Swan, Jeff Bafus and Dan
Owsen. Right: Jeff and contest
winner Jason Price on their way
to see the San Jose Sharks.
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television,

season
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Our contest prizes are always as

fun as our games. Past winners

have gotten to meet Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Ken Griffey Jr.,

and DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh
Prince (Will Smith). One contest
rewarded a lucky reader with tick-

H| ets to every game of the World

99 Series. Other winners have won
tU trips to exotic locales such as the
tH Mayan Ruins (for Pitfall) and

Tortola in the British Virgin Islands

(for Final Fantasy II). Of course, out! of 100 contests, not every one can
El run perfectly. Jeff Bafus, one of

our editorial consultants, remem-

1

bers returning in a limousine with
the Volume 64 contest winner after they
had visited Chris Berman at ESPN. The
limo's tire blew out, and Jeff spent much
of the night scouring the Connecticut
freeway to find the car's hubcap. "We
found some pretty cool garbage, but no
hubcap," Jeff joked. (Atleast they got

to ride in a limo!)

Leslie Swan and Gail Tilden

hoop it up with Charlotte

Hornet's Glen Rice at the ’97

E3 Show in Atlanta.

So that's what they look likel The crew from Nintendo Power and Nintendo
Power Source take a break to pose on the skybridge at NOA headquarters.

cunm r> oc\ NP’s very own comic strip character. Nester, entertained readers since our
oHUuLD Hb \ very first issue. After December 1993, he wentAWOL (however, he's been

PRESIDENT/ ) sP0t ted masquerading as "Lark" in PilotWings 64). Just in time for our 100th

"J issue, Nester crash lands back into NR and it wouldn’t be a party without him.

Star Fox 61 uses
the Rumble Pak.

Pretty cool, huh?
pretty decent

game player?

Miss a couple
3f issues and tf

whole world
goes nuts.

Want to
play again

tomorrow?

Thanks for the memories! Over its 100

issues of existence, Nintendo Power has

constantly evolved. Who knows what's in

store for the next 1 00 issues, but here's a

glimpse of NP's history as we conjure

the ghost of Power's past.

Power Prizes

Comic Illustration by Shuji Imai
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of every issue of

NP is a poster.

Over the years, NP has trans-

formed Charles Barkley, Bart Simpson,

Spider-Man and some of these colorful

characters into pinups.Who do you

have onyour wall?

I
To work on the Ninja Gaiden II

Strategy Guide, Dan Owsen, one of
NP's original writers (currently
known as "Ask Dan" at www.nin-
tendo.com) journeyed to Japan.
There, Dan and Howard Phillips dis-
covered "Tokyo Circuit," a roller
rink-cum-indoor go-cart track. Dan
and Howard ended up swerving and
skidding through the course. All the

With games like Doom 64

out, nothing’s shocking any-

more. In 1988, it was a dif-

ferent story, however.

More people complained

about the cover of Volume 2

than any other cover.

Severed heads and an actu-

al cow heart just weren't

as palatable back then.

me
while, the announcer was yelling at
them in Japanese. "We thought he
was giving commentary on the
race, ’ Dan explained. "However,

when we asked one of our
Japanese friends what he was
actually saying, it turned out he
was yelling, 'Quit crashing!!! Do
you understand me?!'"

layouts for NP. Art Director Ynshi flrimn 2h
and

jmmm ?H
fs a 9rin

,
on Son

ia Morris's face

n
rest of the gang (|-r); Scott

'

Marty Pappas, Brandonj Baltzell and Sonja Morris.

George Sinfield and Scott Pelland pose 1

boxing great George Foreman at a 1992

Consumer Electronics Show.

Surfs up. Leslie
Swan hangs ten a
Summer CES '93

Power SlidingOn the Wall

111 VUIUIIICTt.vu. — l. .

Michael Keaton as Batman. Heroic as

he may look, the folks at the Batman

camp didn't think Keaton appeared as

square-jawed as the caped crusader

should be, so our design team came to

the rescue and touched up his jowls.

Cher and Michael are cheap imitations, but

Gail and Dan are the real thing. Jan. CES '1991.

Power Chart

Picks of All Time

20. FINAL FANTASY III

21. DONKEY KONG COUNTK 1

24. DONKEY KONG LAND

25. KIRBY'S DREAM LAND

26. SIMCITY

27. CHRONO TRIGGER

28. FACEBAU 2000

29. SUPER MARIO WORLD

NES

SUPER NES

GAME BOY
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With 67 months of voter support under his belt, it’s no wonder that Link can top
both this month’s Power Charts and our top 30 tally of all 1 00 editions of the Power
Charts. No slouch by comparison. Star Fox 64 is renewing interest in its original

incarnation and is inspiring gamers to become SNES Star Fox frequent fliers again.

Securing its place in video game his-

tory for selling the most copies in

one day, Star Fox 64 will also go
down in NP history as being the top

game in the 100th edition of the N64
Power Charts. lH

5 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

6 GOLDENEYE

7 BLAST CORPS

8 CRUIS'N USA

9 WAVE RACE 64

10 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD

A Link to the Past is another one for

the history books. Over NP's 100

issues, it has earned more votes than

any other title, making it the Power
Charts' most popular game of all time.

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

2 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:
DIXIC KONG’S DOUBLE TROUBLE

3 SUPER MARIO RPG

5 FINAL FANTASY III

6 SUPER MARIO KART

7 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

8 CHRONO TRIGGER

9 STAR FOX

10 SUPER MARIO WORLD 2:
YOSHI'S ISLAND

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO
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Flame and other lighting effects will

make for intense drama in Zelda 64.

When completed next year, it should be

a record-breaking 256 megabits.



So who is the little fairy that flies

everywhere with Link? As it turns

out, everyone in Link's clan has a

fairy helper. These fairies aren't just

the healers from previous Zelda

games. They can help in many ways,
including in battle.

size that would be difficult to cross in

an entire game day. That's why Link

will be able to drive a vehicle." He

didn't tell us exactly what sort of vehi-

cle—a Linkoln, perhaps. Miyamoto

also described several areas, mention-

ing mountains, valleys, a deep "fairy"

forest, and the mythical Zola Lake.

Surrounding Hyrule Castle will be a

bustling town. Other changes include

ten sword motions and a "big, two-

fisted sword." We'll also find several

types of arrows and be able to shoot

bows in different ways. EAD used

motion capture for the fighting ani-

mations, so we can expect a high level

of realism. In the videos we received,

the animation looks fast and smooth.

Some of the most impressive sights

are the special effects such as fire,

shifting lights and dramatic camera

angles and pans for cinematic effects.

A big part of Zelda games has always

been the puzzles. Miyamoto stressed

that there will be some familiar types

of puzzles, but there will be fresh

approaches, too, such as the use of

the Rumble Pak to give clues. More

than anything, Miyamoto wants play-

Link can press his attack against Stalfos and other sol-

diers of Ganon, but as we learned from the most recent

video footagb^he^^kalso retreat realistically, backing

away from thtsaaatessor. Another thing to look for in

Zelda will be c$gpi||gnd backgrounds that transform

with the push oPMMHkwitches.

Miyamoto told

S000

ers to feel as if they are going to a

real place. We'd like to get there, too,

but we'll all have to wait until early

next year, which is the probable

release time for Zelda 64.
rooo
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Yoshi's first solo

ippearance for the N64
| is scheduled for the end
| of the year, but Mr. Aftiy-

| amoto recently shared

|
some secrets with

§ Nintendo Power for this

I sneak preview. We still

| don't know a lot about
I this sequel to Yoshi's

| Island, but the more we
§ see and hear, the more
i excited we get.



r Mr. Miyamoto, Mr. Tezuka and other members of the Yoshi's

Story team have“t)een referring to the style of the title as a 2 1/2-

D

action game. We asked them just what this means. They said that

Yoshi's Story is similar to Donkey Kong Country in that it uses hi-res,

oipre-rendered graphics, but with a twist. The N64 allows them to use

Special effects, such as rotation, enlargement or shrinking of background

elements or characters. Most of the action will be traditional side-

, Scrolling stuff, but interactions may be affected by the A
^/rotation or scaling of objects. It's not fully 3-D, but it's.,„. .

'

Umbrellas aren'tjust for shedding the rain. Yoshi

pops his bumbershoot to float through an

evening sky collecting rotating coins.

For months now we've seen tantalizing images

of this game, but as the deadline for comple-

tion approaches, we're finally learning a little

bit more about Yoshi's Story. For one thing, the

name has changed to reflect Yoshi's impor-

tance to the game. One ofthe big questions we
wanted to have

answered was if

Mario will appear

in some form

(infant or other-

wise) in this sequel

to Yoshi's Island.

The answer from

the EAD develop-

ment team is an

emphatic no. This

is Yoshi's game.

Most players

won't miss Mario's

crybaby act, and

the developers promise to bring back many favorite elements from

the original game. The egg attack will return along with Yoshi's

pound the ground move. We also learned that some boss charac-

ters will return from the original game, but we don't know just

which ones are slated to reprise their roles.

Each of the six worlds and 24 cours-

es will be new and the

Although Yoshi won't sprout wings to fly, he can

paddle in mid-air for a limited flying effect that

can keep him from falling in the drink.

The caves will hold many secrets for Yoshi to

uncover. He'll also run into plenty of challenges,

from bosses to obstacles.

game will use a

whopping 128

megabit Game Pak-

-the first of a new
generation of super

size N64 games.

Miyamoto's team

will pack the Pak

with ACM graphics

and lots of surprises.

The idea is to create

lots of hidden things

in every course for players who want to explore and search for

everything. "We designed the game for players who want to go

back and play the same stages over," Mr. Miyamoto told Power.

One of the elements players will find will be a whole herd of lit-

tle Yoshi's. Miyamoto also hopes to surprise players with special

sound effects. Yoshi's Story will make use of the

Rumble Pak, as well. Really, the biggest ques-

tion is when. We're keeping our fingers

crossed for a pre-Xmas release.

This blargg looks like he'd enjoy an egg or two.

Although eggs may be Yoshi's main weapon,
expect many varied attacks.





So, what's the game like? Like most action games, it

seems that we had to collect things. The most impor-

tant things were the golden jigsaw puzzle pieces. The puz-

zle pieces acted as keys, letting us warp to new regions. In the first

area, we had to collect three puzzle pieces before we could warp to

the seashore. Of those three pieces, one had to be the jigsaw piece

from the top of the termite hill. Collecting the pieces took many

skills—sometimes they were hidden, or in difficult-to-reach places,

or protected by an enemy. Of course, all these locations might

change by the time the game is finished, but we found the basic

activities were challenging and fun even at this early stage.

But knowing that you have to collect puzzle keys can be the easy

part, especially when you're being chased by a mad, snorting bull

with horns that could turn our heroes into a bearskin rug

Kazooie featured two areas and the game’s introduction,

but many elements had not yet been included. The 16

worlds should include Mumbo's Mountain and Hammerhead
Beach, shown here, Bubblegloop Swamp, the Fungus

Forest, Mount Fire Eyes and other areas.

and a feather duster. Another main challenge

in the game is how you deal with bad-

dies and obstacles. As you might

have guessed, you can't just

punch your way through boss-

es or think your way up

series of widely separat-

ed platforms. You'll

have to use both your

head and hands. It's

classic action stuff with

some innovative twists.

Collecting the puzzle pieces is Banjo and Kazooie’s number one goal. When
Mumbo Jumbo turns you into a termite, you can head into the termite hill and

climb to the top for the key puzzle piece. The mysterious totem statue in the vil-

lage holds its own prize of a golden puzzle piece in this version of the game.



The biggest innovation in Banjo- \r \\

Kazooie may appear to be the incredi- w
yj

ble graphics, but the motion of the camera,

and two dozen individual moves that Banjo and 1

Kazooie can perform, are the real stars of this action Jl

game. Some of the moves are forgetting around, like fly-

ing, swimming, or running up hillsides. Other moves are

used to attack enemies or smash objects in order to get

items. Just cruising around with Banjo seems very much

like the control of Mario in Super Mario 64, or at least

that's the impression you get until .. . .
.-»

you start experimenting with the 1

camera angles. You actually have a

much more versatile control over

your character and view. For - ——
instance, you can move the charac- jar

ter and simultaneously swing the 9
camera perspective using the C but-

tons. It takes a few minutes to get

used to this, but once you master it, Hr' Y'
you suddenly have incredible con-

trol, particularly for navigating hrnMMHfi
tricky areas or fighting tough battles. HjMuLLTLSuj

By air, land and sea, the fearless pair explores the huge 3-D worlds. Like

most bears. Banjo is a strong swimmer, but Kazooie practically flies in

the water. It seemed that Kazooie had the most impressive moves, but

that may even out down the road.

Flight requires feathers—even more feathers than Kazooie has naturally. You need to pick up

more feathers on launch pads like this one on the cliffs above the beach. Once you jump off

the pad, you expend a feather for every several flaps of Kazooies wings. Judging distances

and heights can be tricky, as you'll learn when you try to land.

le duo does it all. Most
i easy to perform once

you get the hang of it.



I he only way you'll accomplish

anything in this world is by learn-

ing the many special moves.

Controller button combinations, jffl®®
sometimes in conjunction with BnTTfVRnMRriill
movements of the Control Stick,

activate the special moves. Banjo UJ
can run, jump, and swim of RWHPxiflHrmflW
course, and even perform a super

:, !< I
.•..

• ii- 1 si >.a -i I
i Is.!

.iImi ro I f :*l i, re • IU H" rt'

mil's and rast an inn ihili'x ,,J „ Cagig

spell over himself. Kazooie's list

of moves is even more exciting. The energetic bird can

fly, of course, but she also can grow stilt legs, dive with

the force of a jackhammer, glide without the use of flight

feathers over medium distances, perform a jabbing attack

and even fire eggs at foes. Together, the two characters

to

adventure sometime around HwinfM
Thanksgiving. HgSnfficlMpS

The animals seem to have minds of their own,

scratching, looking around and generally

behaving like people. Kazooie likes to pop out

of the backpack to see what’s going on.
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We'ire wait^lja lifetime for a
^ -..’’ft-. 'V*

. baseball! game that looks and
*

.
.
JJtlays likp theCreal thing.

Fea^rij^||en Griffey Jr.

^ay^rAie^. Every version
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-The animation-arid changing camera
views have a very cinematic look and

feel to them.

ti -a

I
While many recent sports

Jr games have tended toward 1,-.^
||.' "fantasy" play, the name of^

*B
the game with baseball has TgJ* ;

alu.ivs Ihmmi realism I rom ...

I what far,

1 ifeliii;'.

promises a marriage of

high technology and high artistry that will deliver an unprece-

dented level of realism. The impressively large and smooth poly-

K gon figures (some standing nearly as tall as the screen when bat-

tling) move with a natural fluidity that's beautiful to watch. These

stunning

I
combined

and dynamic view-

ing angles, making

even an early ver-

sion of the game

look for all the

world like a live TV

broadcast. The

In many cases, players will mimic their

real-life counterparts' distinctive

stances and swings.

development team is also bringing

together other game features that

will guarantee an immersive base-

ball experience. Not only will this

Pak feature all 28 Major League

teams, it will include their actual

rosters and player stats as of the

start of the 1 997 season. To top it

off, Angel's artists are busy con-

structing 3-D renditions of every

major league stadium, complete

with accurate field dimensions. If

you want to talk about accuracy

and attention to detail, we tried

hitting a few over the Big Green

Monster (the infamously high left

field wall) in Boston's Fenway

Park, and we experi-

enced for ourselves
|

<
what batters have WE
been complaining HPp§«
about for decades!

Y7V7T7T7VT,

anima-

being

Each stadium is being constructed according to

Kactual field measurements. You'll know exactly

f
’ how far you'll need to hit a ball for a homer.

Screen shots can't cor

vey the loose, natural

look the players have i

they throw, bat andrui
No generic stadiums for this game! Whether they are domed ballparks c

. open air fields, all the stadiums will be accurately rendered with actual

architectural features and seating layouts.

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
We've been following Major League Baseball Featuring Ken

Griffey Jr. very closely ever since it was announced, and we

included a preview of it in our E3 coverage in Volume 98.

At that time, it looked as if MLB would be ready to hit

stores in September, but the game has since been pushed

back, and we can now expect a release later in the fall. In

the meantime, we were able to get our hands on a working

prototype of the game. Not all of the modes and options

were available yet, but the basic game mechanics were in

place. If what we saw is any indication, the final product

will be impressive indeed.

STADIUM



As of this writing, the plan is for MLB to include

[Exhibition, Home Run Derby, World Series and

reason modes. Each mode will be equipped with a

Lfull range of options, including your choice of stadi-

um in Exhibition mode and a trading option with

I
salary cap for Season play. The exhibition mode was

the only one we were able to sample to any great

degree, but what we saw gave us a very good idea of

where the game is heading. The computerized players

conformed close-

ly to their pro-

grammed stats,

^ ME 1
performing much

: IH ari59 like their real-life

Planned game modes include Exhibition, Home
Run Derby, World Series and Season, offering

something for casual and serious fans alike,

ing control, the big focus has always

been on batters. In MLB, pitchers will

finally come into their own and gar-

ner the respect they richly deserve.

Players will be able to use the ana-
/

log Control Stick to pick an initial /

target point for a pitch, but then /

will also be able to make dra- /

matic and subtle course changes
|

once the ball is thrown. With 1

this system, you'll have an

unheard of I

measure of /

,f

I ex • b i I i ty JM.rai n
ancj fjnesse C

without being too

Many players

even had their

signature stances

and swings, and

f| Batting will still be important but not

|
quite as overwhelming a factor as in

P past baseball games,

p we swore we saw Seattle Mariner

IJay Buhner waggling the bat in his

Rusual way.

Pi'S As impressive as these techno-

plogical tidbits may be, game play

r will ultimately determine whether

I* MLB will be a bloop single or a

K home run. In fact, we've seen sig-

nificant innovations in MLB's

jtedesign that will give it a balance

I between pitching, batting and

I fielding that very few, if any, base-

I ball games possess.

I While most baseball games

I ‘have allowed players some pitch-

The balance between pitching

control and batting power will

make for classic battles.

smmmm

Computer-controlled players performed in line with

their published stats and weren't too overwhelming for

With a bit of practice, even home
run production seemed to be
right on the money.rookie human players.

-A -Vjl

r.i§)
gggfjgjj

The innovative and intuitive pitching

IjEp control system will give MLB a flavor

unlike any other baseball game.



tWafiSM lidding control li.is

BjS Iwen .mtrtlw I UK i.sl I Hit

neglected |).irt oi game

*Ci,. ' mechanics. Auto-tield-

kl . ing options were often

driven by Als with woe-

fully low IQs, while manual fielding was a tangle of poor

RIB views and imprecise control. The Control Pad was usually

used to both move the fielder and control the direction of

I a throw, so players often tried to throw too soon and ended up

diving into the turf instead. Relief will come in the form of the

Cuts from batting to fielding views were quick

without being disorienting. Once the ball was
thrown, we were usually treated to a dramat-

ic view of the catch.

I The speed of the players as compared to the

r scale of the field felt nearly perfect to us. It

made base stealing very exciting, without

1
favoring runners or throwers too much.

Players will often exhibit random With such true-to-stat play,

behaviors, like an underhand toss or whether a player reaches base on a

a little hop as they throw, that lined shot really will depend on

make them seem all the more real. who’s running and whos gunning.

N64 controller's C Buttons, arranged in an ever-so-convenient

diamond pattern. Each button will represent a

base, and players will simply press the top C
Button, for example, to throw to second base,

without using the stick or pad. This will sepa-

rate running and throwing, allowing players to

turn the ball around faster as well as run and

throw simultaneously.

At its most basic level, baseball is a sport of

checks and balances, and MLB is shaping up

to be the best video interpretation of the

game, both mechanically and artistically,

we've ever seen.

SALMON LEAGUE e have been. After a few games, we began to get

is caught up in managing our teams as in playing games. Our

:omputerized players had mimicked their real-life counter-

parts so closely at times, we found ourselves wrestling with

^ the same sorts of questions that the real major league

® clubs have been facing this season; for example,
•*'

I
‘4^^ did we really want to trade

our breakout shortstop

- iJ for some bullpen help?

Ouch! Now that's what

we call realistic baseball!

Major league coaches and managers use the spring training

exhibition games (in the so-called Cactus and Grapefruit

Leagues) to evaluate their players, so as a salute to our

home in the Pacific Northwest, we formed our very own

Salmon League and gave Griffey and the rest of the ,

majors a run around the bases. Even in its unfinished state,

|

MLB impressed

“ - !
• “ us with its

7 T" incredible

I

SS'SHISi «.'*• 3 immersive
qualities. The

game was so effec-

tive at pulling us in,

a couple of ram-

pant (and slightly deranged) Seattle Mariner fans even started

calling the games as we played, imitating the voices of two of

the Mariners' announcers. While we fully expect that you'll

be able to play MLB just for casual fun, true baseball afi-

cionados will likely find themselves as fascinated and enter-



The inhabitants of Bomber World have a unique

philosophy on life: If something gets in the way,

blow it up. Evidently the vile Altair didn't know this

wherijjjfe invaded this peaceful planet, but he's about

a painful lesson.

I^^fflrhough still in development, Hudson Soft let us
i

over the blast wall at their latest version of Bombermai

The game's one-player, story

mode is planned to be a 20 stagey?-

D puzzle adventure whei%&&t<?use

bn-rhs .is tools to explore

game's levels. The look-down pel H
spective will follow the from

camera angles similar used

firi Super Mario RPG. 1

ny of Bomberman's stage battles are fought on small platforms,

ijlar tq Mario's battles with Bowser and other baddies in Mario

2® bad Mario never had remote control bombs.

© 1997 Hudson Soft

We ve always been huge fans of the multiplayer 1

modes of Bomberman games, but now that we've I
got our pyro paws on an almost complete version 1
of Bomberman 64, we've been impressed by the

adventure mode, too. Our exclusive play test preview

covers it all.



Bomberman's

transformation to

the N 64's stunning

graphics has rede-
,

fined "too cute."

- just for the four-player mode. It’s hard to blame

them—we found running around in the mazes and blowing

each other up to be a megaton blast. New features planned

in Bomberman 64's Battle Mode are high explosives, life-pro-

longing hearts and the ability to throw or kick your bombs

diagonally. Ten battle arenas are slated for the game, includ-

ing the pitching deck of a sailing ship, a gusty, snow-capped

peak, and a two-story castle

hall. These venues have more

i f open space than the box-

. W •* shaped arenas in Super

to Bomberman's multi-

Rj^me are simple: blow up

anyone else before they can

ist ypu. One to four players will

dk.ebch other in one of tpn 3-0

Your score in each level will be based on time,

but you might find that the game is easier if

you collect the hidden items.

^^^^f^ace station. Each area has four sec-

with a boss waiting in the final stage.

:ore is based on how fast you com-

the game will become a little easi-

take the time to search for extra

bombs and firepower. The chal-

lenge will be to use your time

effectively in each stage.

We noticed that Bomberman

has expanded his talents since

he left the Super NES. This new

Bomberman will be able to

knock his foes unconscious by

bouncing bombs off their

„ , . , , , ,
heads, and inflict additional

Solving the games planned 20 levels
,

.... ..

depends on your puzzle solving skills
damage by picking up and toss-

and your pyrotechnj^powers. jng unconscious enemies

These mountain peaks are teeming with

creepy critters, but you'll have to watch
where you blast or you'll cause an avalanche.

around. The helmeted hero will also be able to

pump his bombs up with additional power until

they radiate a volatile nimbus. These pumped-up

bombs will have twice the power of ordinary

explosives, so you can blast away massive blocks

and uncover hidden passages

leading to bonus items. These

new skills will also work in

Battle Mode, where

hardened Bomberman

players spend all their

game time. For more

details on Hudson

Soft's multiplayer mas-

lidden
l«P«ce. check out th

box below.

A ” HAVE A BLAST
'W IN BATTLEMQDE

\ Bomberman's multiplayer game is a well-

i&jfe J
kept secret among pyrotechnists. The truth

1

J is that many gamers purchase Bomberman

n J
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Hidden beneath the cute

exterior of Conker the

squirrel beats a heart of

pure, 64-bit technology.

To show us just what that

means. Rare allowed your

Power editors an exclusive

play test of the most recent

version of Conker’s Quest.

In a nutshell, here's what
we found.





X-rays in the forest? Nothing so harmless. Conker takes a direct hit

from a bolt of lightning when we didn't dodge fast enough. Luckily, he

survived. But the lightning knocked us off into a deep trench that forced

us to return to the beginning of the path.

• - - "
i i-T ;.

'

lightning fest. Conker was greeted by a brutal bashing.

This was the end of the line in bur demo version.

SQUIRREL NIGHTMARES
Mark Betteridge lead the Kl team to fame and fortune

and has now turned his creativity loose on this

deceptive squirrel world. But at the heart of Conker's

Quest is the direction from Chris' Stamper, who fondly

describes the Conker':;e^perience as a new way of

playing video games, describing Conker as more of a

companion than a character. Think- of him as a sort of

virtual rodent pal. We feel that it's important to note that,

although we've seen only

a limited two-stage

world, in which virtually

anything can still change,

not all is friendly and

happy in Conker's Quest.

It wouldn't be much of a

quest if it was. As soon as

you arm your squirrel

with a slingshot, an

element of danger

appears. Some
might argue

that this is a pretty good argument for not arming animals in the

first place. We feel that is short-sighted since most animals still

have sharp teeth and claws. Anyway, Conker's challenge in

tracking down 100 presents comes in many forms. Huge bosses

at the top of a pinnacle in

the forest will give any

action gamer a run for



more style than your average

squirrel. At less than 30% of

completion, it's difficult to

make any judgements about

a game. So much can happen

between now and the end of

the year when Rare hopes to

release Conker's Quest. That

date may be overly ambitious

for such an ambitious project,

but we're keeping our

tails crossed.
After splashing in the pool. Conker leaves

wet prints on the stones. The level of detail

is astounding.

What lies ahead lor Conker and Berri’ Rare is keeping that

;

secret for now.

his conkers. (By the

way, a conker is a kind

of acorn-like nut.) We
also experienced severe

shock when lightning

bolts exposed Conker to

the bone and knocked

us in a trench. There

were difficult jumps, larg

and objects to find. Rare
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MOM& BOOM
The developers at Probe are programming Extreme-G to stay

ahead of the pack of other racing games by allowing you to

blast away the competition with firepower. In the game's

Akira-meets-Mad Max futuristic setting, road warriors will be

able to pilot combat cycles through twelve careening roller

coaster-style tracks. You'll arm the assorted bikes with special

weapons, and up to four players will simultaneously race and

battle to declare the once-and-future king of the road.



The 12 racetracks in

Extreme-G dsfy
gravity to the extreme
with streets that

unpredictably curve,

bank, slope and dip.

Since your cycle jets

down the road at high

velocities, you'll have

a split second to react.

One course will have

you driving straight up

a vertical street!

When we took Extreme-G for a test spin, we found that its roller

coaster tracks literally have their ups and downs. Each speed-

way thrusts drivers into a battlefield of streets that turn, twist

and writhe more than an insomniac on a dog day's night. To

relieve some of the pressure from your white knuckles,

Extreme-G makes the feat of future driving somewhat more

manageable with impressive steering that we discovered to be

uncommonly tight and responsive. Even more unusual is the

game's imaginative arsenal that is stocked with destructive

goodies such as Control Swap Missiles, which jam your oppo-

nents' controls into reverse. Players can also fire up Phosphor

Flares to blind any bikers who may be on their tails. But shak-

ing enemies and keeping out of their line of fire is only the

beginning of your problems. Spinning sandstorms can cloud

your vision and sweep you off your wheels, while spewing lava

can singe your cycle. Falling

boulders, vviped-out bridges

and other interactive obsta-

cles will have even Evel

Kneivel thinking twice about

hopping on a combat cycle.

At least you'll have a few

months to muster up some

courage before Acclaim takes

you to the extreme with its

release of Extreme-G this

November.

Up to four people will be able to

compete simultaneously racing and

battling in the multiplayer mode of

Extreme-G.

Accelerators or any of

the other power-ups

that litter the tracks.

EOT2ESEdifferent future worlds.SBrocket through

games speed, weapo
be breathtakingand landscapes promise

for air, Extremeand before you II have
further into the game via its



LIL5AL fflplM^
Due out this November, WCW Vs. NWO promises to be as brutal,

entertaining and real as big time wrestling gets. Just about every type

of outrageous and agonizing maneuver will pop up in the game,

including a variety of suplexes, leglocks and bodyslams. Sixty wrestlers

will vie for the belt, and you'll be able to make a name for

yourself by either playing as one of the fictitious fighters or

manipulating the personal sparring styles of recognizable

wrestling superstars. The roster includes WCW and NWO
wrestlers "Nature Boy" Ric Flair, "Macho Man" Randy

Savage, Lex Luger, Sting, and "Hollywood" Hulk Hogan. Also

making their way into the ring are real wrestlers from other

federations such as the Independent Union and Dead or

Alive. For more realistic impact, you'll be able to hook up

your Rumble Pak. Whether you're at the receiving end of a

backbreaker or Ric Flair's Figure Four Leglock, you'll be set

to receive a pulverizing jolt of big time wrestling.



WCW Vs. NWO will arm you with

moves that are popular in the real

ring, like the old reliable elbow drop.

The game's wrestlers will also fight

with the finesse and moves that

they're usually associated with.

MMMiUUHEEE
Each wrestler will have an arsenal of 30,

moves including basics like flying kicks and

airplane spins. The fighters who are based

on real wrestlers will also be able to exe-

cute a few of their signature moves, so

expect to see Sting's Scorpion Death Lock

or Hollywood Hogan's Big Boot to the

Face. World Tour will play like a fighting

game, and with 30 moves and 60 competi-

tors, it should keep button-mashers busy. .

ru

Whether you're slapping

Randy Savage into beef

jerky or hoisting some-
one into the air,WCW Vs. N\

auspiciously appears to be a:

pleasure on the N64 as it is o

wo
smu:-io‘ Jijni "v I
n cable. Jg j. .



No one tells wrestlers where they

can and can't go. Just like their real-

life counterparts, the polygonal

wrestlers will be able to take the

fight outside of the ring to give their

audiences a better look at the bout.

"You wanna mess with Hollywood?!

I’ll show you some real stars!!!" The
game includes famous wrestlers

along with their maneuvers, so you'll

be able to control "Hollywood" Hulk

Hogan's every painful move.

The physics, abilities, taunts and

moves inWCW Vs. NWO will mirror

the game's real-life inspiration, so

wrestlers will be able to execute the

moves they're famous for, like Lex

Luger's infamous Torture Rack.

Tag teams and individuals can com-

pete for the title, or you can cus-

tomize your own tournaments. In Bet-

A-Belt and Create-A-Belt modes,

players will be able to design their

own series of matchups that lead to

the championship.

k
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WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour will essentially be a fighting game, and, when THQ releas-

es it this November, it'll be the first N64 fighter that supports simultaneous four-player

action. Players will be able to compete two-on-two in tag team matchups or have a four-

way rivalry to see who'll be the last man standing in the battle royal setup.

03: H 7
One to four players can rumble in

WCW Vs. NWO's ring. To quadruple

the fun and mayhem, you'll be able to

wrangle four gamers into the arena



To ring inWCW Vs. NWO: World Tour, real-life

wrestling superstars muscled their way into

THQ’s E3 party on the balcony of the CNN
Center Atrium. From left to right:WCW
director of marketing/pay-per-view Michael

Weber,WCW announcer Bobby "The Brain"

Heenan, THQ President and CEO Brian Farrell,

andWCW legend "Nature Boy" Ric Flair.

Bobby "The Brain" Heenan introduces the

WCW's Ric Flair as he prepares to take on

the NWO's Scott Norton in an unrelenting

N64 wrestling bout. The game sports real pro

wrestlers and their trademark slams, so who
better to show off THQ's version of the

13-time world champion than the Nature

Boy himself?

The pros of the wrestling world pounced at

the opportunity to go to the mat with the

pros at Nintendo.WCW Vs. NWO: World

Tour's four player capabilities allow

foursomes to duke it out simultaneously.

wrangled with Team Nintendo's brawlers as

well as Ric Flair.

So how does the N64's version measure up

to the real thing?WCW and NWO wrestlers

provided a real-life comparison by physically

battling it out at THQ's party. As Scott

Norton tangles the WCW's Scottie Riggs

into submission, onlookers were able to get

a better look at just how closelyWCW Vs.

NWO mirrors the real McCoy.

VMlMtLlli L-LLV [|;

A lot of hot air floats around E3 as well as in wrestling rings,
j

so when WCW and NWO celebs, Ric Flair, Scott Norton,

Scottie Riggs and Bobby "The Brain" Heenan dropped by to

hype their new game, they were

probably already used to the atmosphere.



We first report-

ed on the wild animal
world of BMG’s

Silicon Valley in June.

The station’s still out of J
control, but the develop-

ers are busy as beavers
wrangling it into an all-new

species of gaming.

Anurch
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The station will support 40

environments, including arctic,

aquatic and volcanic areas.

PAt E3, DMA Design presented two stripped-down

rdemo levels of their space station to give a simple sam-

pling of its puzzlers. Simple? That ^
DMA's idea of simplicity chal-

lenged expo-goers just barely %
.

•

hints at Silicon Valley’s

clever gameplay. Gamers

could guide the mouse, i j

frog, dog, bird, fox, , % BK
sheep, penguin, husky,

bear mitrochip

[through European grass- W
Elands and arctic regions. In the arctic,

(you had to enter an ice maze to catch

la penguin that would flee if you approached him.

ICIosing off the maze's exits would have trapped him,

[but only snowballs too tiny to block the exits were

(nearby. The game constantly tests your reasoning. After

(some logic-grappling, the solution turns out that you

(have to roll the snowballs through the maze until they

(collect enough snow to become suitable blockades.

Certain animals can get to certain areas. To

reach high places, fly in the rabbit-copter.

or snowboarding. To illustrate some of the fox's sly abilities,

-d* at DMA specially relayed this diagram to us from the space

;

As the station drifts toward earth, Dan Danger must try to

tame the floating ecosystem. From the safety of his ship,

Dan can remotely

control a mobile

microchip—the only

remnant of his robo-

sidekick that managed

to survive a recon mis-

sion aboard the space

station—to comman-
deer the various trans-

forming robots. Each of

the 40 species of

"Nanobots" has its

unique characteristics,

so Dan must find the

right animal for the i

right situation. By

fighting, racing or puz-
jj

zle-solving, he can win
|

control of a Nanobot. fi

In Volume 97, DMA 1

revealed plans to create

30 complex levels for ;

the game; Now, only

Bl

three issues later, Dan

Danger is exploring 40

areas of Silicon Valley.

The game should be avail-

able near the end of '97,

when DMA promises to

unleash more surprises

aboard the space station.

tlmrnj
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SF Rush will definitely live up to its Extreme

Racing moniker. San Francisco is famous for

having some of the world's steepest streets,

and racing down them will make for some

severely hazardous driving. Add the 90-

degree turns that plague downtown, and you'll

begin to realize that the city won't be the easiest

place to drag race. Due out this winter, SF Rush will

play more like a high-speed Hollywood chase scene

than a road race. Navigating through branching arteries,

catching air off the tops of hills, and having close calls with

skyscrapers all will add to

SF Rush's over-the-top

racing action.

Part of the fun of San Francisco Rush:

Extreme Racing will be discovering the

secret detours. Concealed ramps and

tunnels may launch you onto skyscraper

rooftops or through the windows of

buildings. To reach other detours,

you'll have to maneuver with aerial

agility. The only way to reach the

gravity-defying loop-to-loop track is by

jumping a large gap.

If the gridlock of racing games

is making you feel tired,

run-down and shiftless, SF

Rush will get your engine

revving with its breakneck,

high-flying dose of racing.

You'll get a fuel-injected rush of

adrenaline as you speed through the

air, hill after mountainous hill.

Courses will branch into numerous

well hidden short- and longcuts, so

racers will be able tear through San

Francisco inside and out, racing

through tunnels, blockades,

unfinished overpasses, and office

building hallways.



San Francisco Rush will strive to faithfully duplicate many of the

city's celebrated streets, sights and landmarks. Racers will be able

to spy streetcars, Sutro Tower, Coit Tower and the Transamerica

Pyramid in the distance, while Haight-Ashbury and the Golden

Gate Bridge will become speedways. In one of the game's more

harrowing detours, drivers will be able to zip up Grant Avenue

through the gates of the International District to launch them-

selves down the zig-zagging Lombard Street—the world's most

crooked road. To anticipate some of the game's abrupt turns and

surprises, drivers can keep an eye on their on-screen map, as well

as their radar, to monitor nearby drivers. But that's as predictable

as it will get—the city is to be explored, and the detours won't

appear on your map.

The speedways will take you
through San Francisco's

famous landmarks, and
anyone who has visited the
town will speedily recognize
many places in the game

The courses will vary in difficulty, but
they'll always have enough skyscraping
slopes to keep you feeling light-headed.

A racetrack's elevation may change by
2,000 feet over the course of the race.

SF Rush's extreme courses
will cover plenty of ground.

A single lap may take around
three minutes to complete.



If ever there was a city meant for the Rumble Pak, it would be

earthquake-prone San Francisco. With the Rumble Pak installed

under your hood, you won't be able to feel any seismic activity

from the San Andreas Fault, but you will be able to feel the

tremors from your shaky steering, high-speed collisions and dive-

bombing crash landings. Up to two players can race simultane-

ously in the game's Practice or Race modes. The San Francisco

Rush: Extreme Racing circuit will feature eight lengthy courses

that will each span an average of three scenic miles of endurance

racing. When the winter season rolls out this year, be sure to have

your crash helmet. Rumble Pak, and a cushy bucket seat warmed

up, because Midway is scheduling to wheel out the N64 version

of the rush near the end of 1 998.

streets of San Francisco will give you 50

states’ worth of hairpin turns, bizarre

shortcuts, realistic scenery, exaggerated

aerial acrobatics, exploding cars and stiff

competition from lead-footed CPU racers?

’
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Mortal Kombat, tomes
And now for someth!

eludes plat-



Even after three installments of Mortal Kombat, the

games have never explained the existence of the

Outworld or its ancient fighting tournaments. The

MK trilogy's prequel, MK Mythologies: Sub-Zero

will attempt to demystify much of the mystery sur-

series. But rather than presenting the
MK introduced the Outworld and
Mythologies will introduce an all-new

land called the Netherworld. In his

quest that spans nine levels of this

uncharted territory, Sub-Zero will

have to solve puzzles and scour hid-

den areas to find items that can
strengthen his attributes. MK's requi-

site fighting and techno music will

return in Mythologies, but you'll be

able to fight or flee in virtually bound-

less 2-D arenas while using some new
moves and fatalities (no babalities or

animalities, however).

rounding the

story through MK's formula of tournament fighting.

Mythologies will reveal its tale through a one-play-

er, side-scrolling .adventure in which RPG charac-

ter-building is the game's defining feature. When

we ventured through the game's first quest to find a

map, we fought as Sub-Zero (the only playable

character in Mythologies) in traditional MK style.



INVASION!
Skating across the earth's exosphere, Duke

Nukem was sorting out his landing coordi-

nates when a missile smashed into his space

cruiser. As his ship spun out of control, the

computer sputtered something about an

alien invasion. Bailing out in the smoggy

haze over Hollywood, Duke checked the

clip on his pistol and banked his parachute

for a nearby rooftop. He figured that the

earth could fend for itself—someone was

going to pay for the ding in his ride.
Ironclad stomachs are required to play this We always save some of our ammunition for

game. Duke Nukem 64's apocalyptic landscape searching for hidden doors. A massive explo-

is stacked with broken appendages and ammo, sion can uncover a passage to a secret area.



We were in the mood for some unnecessary

roughness. Nabbing a pair of innocent vic-

tims, We thrust cOnttollers in their hands

and watched them flee from our machine-;

guns. Nukem's multiplayer modes uses a

split screen similar to Mario Kart 64's and

ColdenEye's. Our only mistake was agree-

ing to another game. r
Sore. losers learn

quickly in Duke's domain.

features a high-intensity race to the stage exit. The gamers' view

of the action is split two ways for two-player matches, while the

screen is split four ways for three- and four-player duels.

Duke Nukem 64 will have several rough and rowdy multiplayer

modes, including a free-for-all Duke Match, two-on-two team play,

and a lethal version of Capture the Flag. A special Meltdown mode



hi-res

world of QB Club
‘SB may change every-

thing, Every version
has something so
spectacular that we
lose consciousness.
We recommend read-

ing this preview while

sitting down.



Passing the ball is easy. Just press the con-

troller button you see above your intended

receiver to unload the ball.

Ouch! He'll feel that in morning. All of the play-

ers' movements have been motion captured

and rendered in stunning 3-D graphics.

mations are planned for the game, and we
were gloating over the end zone antics.

titles for the N64.

This game gets real. NFL Quarterback Club '98

is licensed, by the National Football League and

Players Inc., which means you'll see the official

team logos, uniforms and the real players' names in

the game. With actual teams and players, it makes

sense that the gridiron battles take place in real

venues. That's why all 30 NFL stadiums will be

rendered and reproduced in stunning 3-D graphics.

How stunning are the graphics? This will be the

first North American N64 title to use a high-reso-

lution mode, a sharp, 640x480 resolution that has

never been produced on any console system.

That means you'll see details as small as the

team logos on the helmets of all 22 players on

the field. We're talking about a resolution so

fine that you can read the player's name,

number and the position he plays as he

dives for a first down.

We goofed around with the camera angles,

taking in the action from six different lenses,

including a custom camera perspective.

It's not hard to figure out what football fans want in a video

game. They want realism, stunning graphics, a bazillion

}

1

options, outstanding play control and an A! program that

thinks like Knute Rockne. Unfortunately, many software

developers have fumbled trying to combine these ele-

' ments in one game-until now. We think NFL Quarterback

^^Clubj>8, will be one of the benchmarks for future football
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JUST THE BEGINNING!
Not many magazines

are even around, much
less thriving, at the

100 issue mark. We're

proud of what we've

accomplished, and we
can't wait to see what
the next 100 issues will

have in store for us!

lut!
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The Options Menu will let you choose between

seeing the name, number and position of the

players you control in the game.

Whether you're playing a single game, simulating a his-

toric situation, or leading your team to the Super Bowl in

Season Mode, NFL Quarterback Club '98 has the options

you'll need to customize the game to your tastes. Make

small or big changes. You can do something as basic as

selecting a new difficulty level, or you can completely

reorganize your offensive, defensive or special teams by

substituting players from the bench. Fantasy football fans

will bask in the NFL Play Season Mode, where gamers

control the action in the front office and the sidelines.

You'll be able to manage your team's roster in Season

Mode, creating, drafting, trading, signing and releasing

new players-just remember the salary cap. If you're into

the expansion scene, NFL Quarterback Club '98 will even

let you create new teams. The game will also track play-

er and team statistics throughout the season, highlighting

the league leaders in categories including passing,

receiving, kicking, rushing, and punt returns.

We felt like we were totally in control of the

action in Quarterback Club '98. The players reacted

to the N64 controller's commands with pinpoint

accuracy. The players' moves were easy to

learn, so we spent more time enjoying the

game and less time figuring out which

button to press. In addition to the usual video game reper-

toire of pass, pitch and speed burst, ball carriers can use

dives, stiff arms and hurdles. By pushing the Control Stick

at various angles, we discovered that our players could

run at nine different speeds.

If you're one of those gamers who looks for a sure-fire

play that foils the computer every time, you'll probably eat

some turf when you try to befuddle this game. We found

that even the early version of the computer's Al quickly

adjusted to and capitalized on customized plays, closing

holes and tripling the coverage on receivers. While the Al

defenders in other games run their play patterns or charge

after the player with the ball, the defenders in this game

will think about where you might go and shut down your

options. You'll have to play as smart as a pro if you expect

to reach the Super Bowl.



While slill in development, NFL QB Club's Action

and Quarterback Cams will let gamers take in

the view through the eyes of the pros.

All 30 NFL stadiums are reproduced in the game. The

crowd's cheers intermingled with the commentators

voice heighten the drama on the field.



51997 Nintendo of Americ

iWe first heard buzzings of Body

[Harvest and its insectoid invasion

i in 1995, when the game was in

fits larval stages. The developers

Lat DMA Design are now repro-

gramming the straight-ahead

[shooter to broaden its appeal by

[combining shoot-'em-up action

[with RPG problem-solving. As a

[result, conversing with towns-

people may now turn up clues or

Keys to an attack vehicle.

Blintendo plans to unleash the

Barvest irvearly '98.

from DMA makes us

hope that it will be

soon. Giant alien bugs,

dozens of vehicles,

RPG elements—it

makes us all want to

move to Scotland.

We may not know just

when Body Harvest wil

be completed, but the

(JESS WHO’S
OWING TO
INNER

exclusive art sent to us



Each of the six sprawling levels will feature vehicles characteristic of the

time period, such as a classic triplane in 1915 Greece. You'll be able to test

out vehicles in 1940s Java, '5?s''%ierica or 70s Siberia. You can even time

hop to Tokyo in 2015 Or uncover the alien conspiracy at Area 51 in 1997.

The year is 2055, and an alien race with

an appetite for people has practically

devoured the entire human race, save

for a handful of people aboard a space

station orbiting the earth. As survivor

Adam Drake, you must go back in time

to fend off the aliens during their major

binges. To trap their prey for their feasts,

the aliens routinely cordoned off entire

countries with a shield wall. Drake must

materialize into those areas and use

whatever weapons and vehicles he can

find to exterminate the insectoids.

Various people may stand in the way of

these items, so Drake will have to con-

vince the sheriff of the alien threat or

search houses to find people who can

upgrade his weapons.

[ Rolling across sand,

Nnow or pavement,

[
you'll be in for a

[frightening ride, and

;

DMA is striving to

[make the game as

[ scary as possible. To

[lull you into a false

[
sense of security,

rthey're promising

[unique weapons and

[.outrageous power-ups,

[Which should be helpful

[during your final

[showdown on the

[aliens’ homeworld.

Jo squish out the alien

invasion, you'll have a

(veritable museum of

(transportation to pilot.

|The game will constantly

[challenge you to relearn

Blow to get around by

putting you behind the

[controls of yachts,

Jjelicopters, riverboats,

nuclear subs,

[motorcycles, old

[jalopies, vintage cars or

[futuristic aircraft.

-

1
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Otherwise, he may end up as bug food. The Human Collecting Unit aliens

ensnare prey in gelatinous traps so they can bring the people (still kicking

and screaming) back to the "queen bee" of the operation, the Processor.





Is this Mario Paint revisit-

ed? Hardly. But we
couldn't stay away from
Top Gear Rally's Paint

Shop menu. You'll be

able to customize the

decals and design and

paint a scheme on your

vehicle, so your car will

sport your own team
logo on race day.

hfTkClat
What's the toughest thing about Top

Gear Rally? We found out that it was

putting the controller down when we
took our customized car for a spin in

one of the game's four race modes.

Rally's preliminary design is packed

with plenty of rich details, options an

challenges—a high-octane mixture that kept us

behind the wheel long after our co-workers went home.

If you've played any title in the Top Gear Rally series, you'll

recognize Championship Mode, a season-long challenge that

makes you start every race in 20th place and try to work your

way to the front of the pack in three laps. Rally's race courses

will be colossal, traversing high mountains, dusty deserts, foggy

seashores and steamy jungles. Depending on how fast you

drive, you'll discover additional cars or even a hidden course.

We had to take a wild

ride on one of the many

shortcuts crisscrossing

each stage if we wanted a

record time—but we also

discovered that in this

mode the shortest dis-

tance between two points

is never a straight line. It's

extremely challenging to stay on the narrow roads,

and when we didn't, our vehicle

paid the price in appearance and

performance.

Since our car's look was second only

to top speed and handling, we spent

hours redesign-

ing our vehicle

in the Paint

Shop. This user-

friendly menu is a

mixture of an Auto

Detail Shop and Mario

Paint. Zoom ir

on any of the

ten panels on your car, then

go to work with the generous

array of brushes, text, geomet-

ric shapes and the huge

palette of colors. You can save

your work to your Controller

Pak, so your design will

always be ready for race day.

Is there more? You bet your socket set—so many details and

options that we don't have room to cover it all here. Look for

the hard-driving facts when the game hits the road this fall.

IMSI

Championship mode will offer four long, gru-

eling courses. If you keep the pedal to the

metal, you might dlinch the top time that

gets you to the game's hidden race track.

Keep your eye on the road. If you bump into a car or

roadside attraction, your vehicle will pay the price,

both in performance and appearance.



THO sent us a pre-pre alpha version off their upcoming RPG,

puest py, Euan thouoh about 80 °/o off the game is still in th

mnrUs- me could see that Quest has promise. These screen

shots are so enclusive that they practically Hue on a yacht.

©1997THQ.



If Quest 64 were a building under construction,

it would have a big hole for a basement, some

concrete slabs and steel bars sticking up, and

lots of construction materials lying around. But

messy- or not, it was exciting to wander about

such an early world and see its potential. The

first true RPC for the N64 will follow many tra-

ditions of the genre, but should break new

ground in other areas, including a real-time bat-

tle system that lets you evadeenemy attacks and

an internal clock that carries the game from day

into night.

Quest 64 (still a working title) will feature

parties of up to three characters. In our walk-

around version, we controlled Jonjuk, a heroic

lad from the Kingdom of Stonia. He will be

joined by a female fighteo Flora, a

warrior named Kiriak, and a myste-

rious Merlin-esque wizard.; Magic

spells depend on the four elements

of fire, wind, water and earth. As

you gain experience, you'll gain

power, as well. We managed to run

into Several enemies on our walka-

bout, and we've

game will contain at least three kingdoms,jlozens of enemies and

many characters who hold information;.and items. You'll find

shops, inns, pubs and other businesses, The story is about Jonjuk

(whose name may well changefor the North American version of

the game) who must retrieve a stolen magic book that has

unleashed unspeakable evil on the three Celt Lands. THQ hopes

to have Quest 64 ready for a first quarter 1 998 release. There's a

long Way to go, but a good epic is worth the wait.

others in screen

shots from Japan,

including a huge

dragon.

Even at this bare

bones stage, Quest

64 had text mes-

sages, subscreens

and a variety of

areas. The finished

Already, Quest 64 s characters and animations look very good. Only a few of the set-

tings were anywhere near being finished, but the world promises to be quite large and
varied. In addition to the town and mountain areas we explored, there will be castles,

open countryside and much more.

This time feature is very cool. Not only do the graphics change with

the time of day, but characters will react to you differently, or show
up in different places at night and during the day. And monsters may
appear only at certain times—maybe when they’re hungry.
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{npK LIVING DAYLIGHTS

This scenario is just like the old "Capture the

Flag" game, except with guns. The combatant

who manages to hang on to the flag the

longest will be the winner.

In Team play, team members' scores are

combined at the end of the match to

determine the winning squad.

You can choose between 2-on-2,

3-on-1 and 2-on-1 matches. You can hurt

your teammate, so watch where you point

In the spirit of our 1 00th issue

spectacular, we’ll show you

the 1 00 best places to

ambush your adversaries in

GoldenEye’s

tyulti-Player Mode.

For England, James.

WZelMsta/l off with an overview of the different scenarios and options

available infRFmaftf^layeiJ-Jv^ and Let Die Mode and then follow up with maps

and tips for each arena. In a l^rmai^ccfiarrorolav£rs_shoot it out for a specific

time or until a point limit is rea'ched. Other scenarios dre outlined below.

ffMEDIAN WITH THE
SSplLDEN GUN

''
In this scenario, along with the usual

complement of pistols and

automatics, a Golden Gun will be

secreted somewhere in the arena.

One shot from the Golden Gun will

defeat an enemy instantly, even if he

or she is wearing Body Armor.

Get ready for mayhem because in License

To Kill, any gunshot or blow to any part of

the body will defeat an enemy instantly. In

this scenario, even a slap in the face would

be a fatal blow!

GOLDENEYE
UPDATE

I GoldenEye under.Wnt a

]
changes after Volaj^e: 99 wer

press. Therefore,^there will be I

minor differences between what |

was in ouM^wfew an

be in theijnal'game; for example, I

ihe "Miqftruze civilian casualties" I

nhieraiii/̂ vas added to many of I

th^rotesions on the 00 Agent I
le^lw'The strategies we outlined, |

R&wever, are still valid.



GOLDENEYE

Combatant^ have the opportunity la choose th-character before

each matcHw There are eight default characters, including Bond,

Natalya, Trevelyan, Xenia and other's. Once you defeat the ganie (V

the Agent level, a total of 33 characters will be available, includTwg^

several from otiVr, classic Boner adventures. /

After your first regular mission, the first seven arenas will be

available in Multi-Player Mode. Additional arenas become

available as you complete more missions.

^MOUFLAGE
Depending on where you do /
battle, your character may .give

you a small advantage. /
All characters have the^arne

physical abilities, but those with

dark clothing can blepa into the

shadows in certain arenas.

cmDJOB /JAWS

These are the only characters

with a marked physical

advantage or disadvantage.

Oddjob is shorter than most,

making him very hard to hit. Thi

taller-than-average Jaws is a

sitting duck in igost cases.

IN YOU® SIGHT!
007- \ /

ies-fou can use, but itjs essential to

svade enemy gunfire.] Practice on

id see what the auto/aim function

There are many different strat

target well and learn how It

targets at different distances

can and cannot do./'

Shots'to the upper Body and to

the head are much more'"\^__
damaging than shots to other

parts of the body. In fact, a

single head shot can deplete half

your Body Armor or life meter.

Moving targets are obviously

much tougher to hit than

stationary ones. Practice

angles and shooting

the same time. Try to "lead" yoi

shots ahead of moving targets.

NINTENDO
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mmm
SCENARIO: THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN
GAME LENGTH: 10 minutes
WEAPONS: golden gun

GUARD THE BODY ARMOR

game length and

weapon for that arena.



If you like. Proximity Mines, then the Caves

will be your •playground. There are lots of

shadowy places in Wiich to hide the insidious

little things, but remember where you put

them, or you'll be a /Candidate for the

Lemming Award! Combatants with dark cloth-

ing will also like this dimly lit arena. There are

lots of places where you can see other levels

above and below you, and

whoever holds the high

ground will hold the

There's anadvantage,

especially good ambush

position in the large cham-

ber to the northwest.

GAME LENGTH: first to io points

WEAPONS: REMOTE MINES

function works
better facing downhill than

uphill, so anyone on the high

ground will have the upper hand.

Another thing to keep in mind is

that some of the slopes look too

steep to climb, but you can

actually run up and down them
and catch your foes by surprise

from behind.

One sneaky tactic is to wait just inside an air vent

and snipe at anyone who crosses your line of sight.

You can shoot both ways through the grates covering

the vents, but the grate covering the camouflaged

alcove is bulletproof in one direction: you can shoot

into it, but you can't shoot out from itl

*i- 2

- 1- \ IB V
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IT007*

The Basenfern is small, but it's easy to

get turned around in here. The Body

ATmOr^s^t-^ecenterof the maj/e, so

use it as a /landmarLTfie'7ritia^^iid_

alcoves can be used for cover and for

ambushing, but beware oi mines

planted dear weapon and ammo
'etches. Sidestepping and running at

angleS''ace_jissfiHtiat'down here, and

you'd better get used to close combat.

SCENARIO: license to kill

GAME LENGTH: 5 minutes

WEAPONS: slappers only:

The best spots to set up ambushes
are on the catwalks that ring the

larger rooms and, if you're using the

entire Library, in corners near the

entrances to the Basement. Wait

until your prey is at the center of a

room (far from cover) before you fire.

You can also place mines on cat-

walks above doorways.

If your battle is confined to the Basement, these

dead ends can be good and bad. If you're using

guns only, just crouch at a dead end. If anyone

pokes his or her head out, the auto-aim function

will move your gun automatically and alert you.

Explosive weapons, however, could spell

trouble for you.

LIBRARY
/

The Library is actually madty up of the

Stacks and the Basementvlf you select

either fhe Stacks or the-Hasement, you

can't acceSsfbe otlier area. If you choose

the Library, You'll be able to move freely

between them. When using the Library,

you can shoot through the grates in the

ceilings and floors and into the next level.

SCENARIO:

STACKS007*
With its'large, multi-level chambers

and many secret passages, the

Stacks favor agents who keep

moving, and it's one of the best

arenas for The Living Daylights

scenario. Mines and rockets are

moderately successful here (focus

your attention on the entrances to

the secret passages), but the Power

Weapons will give you the most

long-range bang for your buck.

|

GAME LENGTH:
FIRST TO 10 POINTS

|
WEAPONS:

POWER WEAPONS
SCENARIO: THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS

GAME LENGTH: lo minutes

WEAPONS: power weapons



GOLDENEYE

-ACILf
The compact Facility makes for short innings

and higlvbody counts,/ especially in a License

To Kill match. After /you've been^fefeated,

always assume youfl pop bacjcup'right next to

an opponent. If you've being chased, take the

time to close a door behind you. This will

delay your pursuer, and even if your opponent

opens the door immediately, it will take them

a moment to locate you again before aiming

and firing.

START POSITIONS WmT

SELECTED WEAPON

3 *

AMMO

BEST AMBUSH POSITIONS

GOLDEN GUN

ifaHI
sm

- mr ®



BUNKER007s
The Bunker is large and well-lit,

novice agents. If you see on

side of a door, stand to one

side and face the

diagonally before you open

it. Most combatants stand

the center of the doorway,

hoping to fire the first shot as

it opens. Chances are you'll

be out of the

fire, but you'll have

on your foe.

STAIRWAY TO DISASTER

The alcove just below the stairway to the control room is a great vantage

point to view the hall in front of you. If anyone peeks around a corner or from

.

door, you'll have a clear shot. For a change of pace, head outside for an

old-fashioned. Wild West-style shootout with pistols at ten paces!

SCENARIO:
GAME LENGTH:
WEAPONS:

LICENSE TO KILL

FIRST TO 10 POINTS
PISTOLS

IVIOWHERE TO HIDE

It's better to keep moving than to stand

your ground. You might think these
crates will give you cover, but even the

metal ones are highly flammable!

You're better off running up and down
the stairs to keep your opponents

guessing. As in the Complex, it's hard to

tell from the radar screen what level

SCENARIO: normal
GAME LENGTH: first to io points

WEAPONS: power weapons

be good places to take cover, but

make sure the room has no crates

or even a table in it. These objects

will explode when shot, and they

will regenerate quickly. Crouch-

ing and sidestepping will serve

you well in this confined space.



START POSITIONS

SELECTED WEAPON

BEST AMBUSH POSITIONS

GOLDEN GUN

1INE PLACEMENTS

GOLDENEYE

CAVERN0071
The Caverns are spread out with many separate or

isolated sections, so be prepared to do a lot of

running. Use the secret passage between the small

room tocavern to the south and the

outflank your foes.

In the large chamber

to the north, you can

shoot at the walkway

from the windows on

the west side. Use

a rocket and watch

the fireworks!

SNEAK AND PEAK

You'll spend a lot of time sneaking around on the

walkways looking for your quarry. Though most agen

feel pretty safe on the walkways, there are several

spots where they don’t run parallel, and you can targe

someone on the upper or lower level. The stairwells i

also good ambush spots.

NORMAL
10 MINUTES
ROCKETS

NINTENDO
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FROM
Q BRANCH

Looking for an

just some fun o

options earned

game can be -u's

and Let Die i

the regujffyrii

the targEatftries

showftj^h the

briefing screens

to*ea^i cheats.

op^bn^ Cheat

Hnjne regular

jsefi in the Live

hMode. Finish

fissions within

Emy^X907A

There's alnjost too much cover in the Egyptian

temple. The pillars will interfere with your aim

and force you to take the battle up close and

personal. Some particularly nasty agents have

been known to run along the upper western

corridor, shooting of tossing grenades down the

chutes at the jower pathway. Ifyou don't center

your throw perfectly, an explosive may bounce

back and go off in^ S^

—

SCENARIO:
2 vs 2

GAME LENGTH:
FIRST TO 10 POINTS

WEAPONS:
GRENADES/ROCKETS

There's a high lookout at the west end
of the large chamber to the north. The
opening can be opened and closed, and

it's tough to see from the floor. Open the

door, chuck a few grenades out at your

opponent and then immediately shut the

door. The entrance to the passages is

also camouflaged.

^iSTART POSITIONS

1 SELECTED WEAPON

AMMO

BEST AMBUSH POSITIONS 1

1 FLAG

1 GOLDEN GUN f
4-"

1

^j^lN^^EMENTS •1



J One^wmW/iS a mw^r iHttaeans alotto u$ (y^’re Soft «?partial to -&£

\ tl\wvWG^to^aM'U^lDOis anW\orthat we ftaife wiihwiany pfas^iou^

| trivial ^ ^ovttwi^it strange, Centenar^- are. 100 at oHr-favbrifeS:

er of times Luigi has been ov

3. Price ini

tb in The

LegendofZeldaA
Link to the Past •<

4. Number of

Puzzle

Rounds
Tetris 2

for the

Super NES
5. Years since

Edmond
Rostand

.
Merger

second to Mario)

6. The middle engine class in cubic cen-

timeters for Mario Kart 64
7. Number ofbananas you must collect to

earna free life in DKC, DKC 2 & DKC3
8. Hit points Palom has when he joins

your party in Final Fantasy 2

9. total number of Power Bombs and

Super Missiles in Super Metroid

10. Point value of a red money bag in

Castlevania

11. Beats per minute in a healthy 5-year-

old's pulse rate (rate skyrockets

when playing the N64) -

12. Minimum hit points to win a Star Fox

64 gold medal in Solar or Sector Z
13. Points per stage you must earn to

play the extra level and bonus game
in Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island

14. Cost of an opal in Lufia and the

. Fortress of Doom
15. Number of RDUs in each primary

course of Blast Corps

16. Number of coins it takes to cover the

Beetles Are Us initiation fee in Super

Mario RPG
17. Dollar value of a water pump in

SimCity 2000

18. Number of species of worm lizards

(excluding Earthworm Jim)

19. Months since Operation Wolf was
,

released for the NES
20. Amount of damage Gobi's EcoX spell

causes in Breath of Fire

21. Approximate frequency in megahertz

of VHF television

22. How many hit points strong Metal

Gear's big boss is

23. Experience needed to raiseweapon
level by one in Secret of Mana

24. Trivia points you need to get 10 bonus

attribute points in NBAHangTime
25. Speed in km/h you must reach to

turbo boost in Rad Racer for the NES
26. Donut Holes needed toearn an extra

I ife in Power Piggs ofthe Dark Age
27. Approximate thousand of kilome-

ters Phobos (the setting of Doom) is

from Mars

28.Number of bones to buy a travel ticket

inPrehistorikMan

29.

Charges the Staff of Magus has in

* w AD&D: Heroes of the Lance

» 30. Minimum number of enemies

fiO)to destroy in Sector Y to reach

to Aquas in Star Eox 64

„ 31.MimlM^TOaga
st pay Morgan

in gold 0k 55. Points you'll

Sf%igsidST aseconHgbr
vatcn a Race64's^ti

would the Game Play

without it?)

34. Consecutivejumps you i

to get the Super Jacket in Super

Mario RPG
35. Point valueof a Freeze Ball inSfBert

36. Rupees you must pay to quadruple
your bomb carrying capacity i

*"

Legend of Zelda

37.A perfect score for tin

PilotWings 64

38. Poundage of Bass

Classic'saestline,

inster Tri-

Filament Iron

Mesh Day-Glo

40. Number of levels

in Bubble Bobble

for Game Boy

42. Thousand of square miles

Kalahari (not Kalimari) Dr1

43.1®^ts a dog biscu'

74. Number of legs a centipede

has (actualnumbermay vary,

depending on how well you've

mastered the GameBoygame)
75. Number of Life Force icons

you must find to get a free life in

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

76.

Estimated million dollar loss

of Cutthroat Island at the box
office (the Game Boy game

fared considerably better)

. Weeks since Yoshi's Island

graced the cover of Nintendo Power
78. Fortnights since Star Fox appeared

on the cover of Nintendo Power
79. Power Crystals you must collect to

increase your Life and Power Meters
in Captain America & the Avengers

80. Sexenniums since Johann Gutenberg

(inventor of moveable type making

the printing of NP possible) was born

81. Number ofMP the Storm spell uses

in Paladin's Quest
82. Percentage decrease in magic power

the Gloom Guard gives you in Lufia

and the Fortress of Doom
83. Approximate running time (in minutes)

of theSuperMario Bros,movie

84. Approximate number of people who
ran to a theater to see the Super

Mario Bros, movie
85. Weeks sinceMortalKombat 3hit the

86. Decibel level of heavy machinery (like

the equipment used in Blast Corps)

87. Number of levels in Push-Over

88. Point value of a Blue Star in Dash

Galaxy in the Alien Asylum
89. Number of tasks any NP staff

. member has to do in a given day

90. Points to earn an extra life in Michael

Jordan: Chaos in the Windy City

91. Dollar value of the Graphite Gung Ho
rod in Bass Masters Classic

Average number of e-mail letters

Player's Pulse receives in a day
Number of enemies you must defeat

to win temporary invincibility in

66. Number of starsyouneed foran

|

rt spans trip to the mall in BarbieGame Girl
96. Lo^ltyiofsSwornBrother.orSisterin

bp'."*, pBanrfit Kings ofAncient

68. Minimum length in yards of a _ v.

Kong Land 2:

Diddy's Koni

Quest

52. Value of a diamond ir

Darkwing Duck

53. Gold pieces you n
, ,

before he'll dig a tunnel to Decatus in

uno Secret of the Stars

fdpieces you earn by selling two
Harvest Moon eggs
" : ‘ *'

'll earn by passing through

jnseCfftive ring in Wave
Hunt Mode

56. Years since H.G.Wells wrote the

jleJWan (inspiration for Mario's

|Cap?)

Nuyffito buy a Slap Patch in

!ces$u must pay to climb

the Throne of Immortals in Paladin's

Quest

perform. .,.59. Dollar value of a gif t in SimCity

iper jvAw 60. Maximum percentage

will boost

^^568. Minimum
'

;'Soccer fi

69. Number-

1

9. Minimum racing time in se

a goldmedal onNeptune in Blast Corps.

0. Times you've been told, "Stop

playing Nintendo games andcome

1. The maximum percentage in Donkey

field

of coins to ei

extra life in Super

Mario World 2:

Yoshi's Island

70. Number of levels in

Bust-A-Move
71. Defense Power of Moon

Armor or Moon Shield in

Lagoon

72. Points you e

doing a spin

in 720“

73. Years sim

the first

American 1

strip;"The .

Katzenjammer Kids" debuted (pavin

the way for "Howard& Nester")

, ilpestroying a

Grunt in Robotron 64

99. Points you score for matching

your clothes in the dress-
“ ingroom of Barbie

Super Modell

100. Shopping days
until Christmas

special 100 thank-yous toMary

nn Brown. Jean Crothers. Dave

Devey, Walter Oelwein, and Greg



From 1-Ups to power-ups, from big
7 guns to big heads, we've seen all

sorts of codes for all sorts ofgames
over the 100 installments of
Classified Information. We’ve
dug down deep into our Cl

archives andcome up with 100 of

the best codes, in our admittedly

biased opinions, we’ve ever featured.

While we resisted the urge to rank the codes (and thus

avoided many Nerf fights in the process), we've listed the

ten codes that we think deserve special recognition first.

They all are "firsts" in their categories or had significant

impact on gaming trends. The rest of the best appear on

the following pages in no particular order. Many deserv-

ing codes didn't make the cut due to limited space, but

we tried to select a representative sample of cool, unusu-

al and just plain fun codes from many different cate-

gories. Note: In this article. Control Pad/Stick directions

have all been spelled out, and L and R refer to the L and

R Buttons.

7
THE KONAMI CODE
This is possibly the most famous code in gaming history. \

Konami classics like Contra, Lifeforce and Gradius for the

and Nemesis for the Game Boy, you could get extra lives or

m full weapons by pressing Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right,

fjj| Left, Right, B, A and Start on the title screen or while the

^

THE MINUS WORLD

Gradius III for the Super NES. The L and R Buttons on the

Super NES controller were a new thing then, so Konami

rewrote the code to use L and R instead of Left and Right. If

you used the old code, your ship would self destruct!

The Minus World was the result of a quirk in the SMB pro-

gram, not a planned secret stage, but its very existence sur-

prised and delighted players. To reach it, stand on top of the

pipe in World 1-2 that takes you to the flag pole. Break the 2nd

and 3rd ceiling bricks from the right. Face left and jump up. Hit

the back of your head on the left side of the brick next to the

pipe. If you hit it just right, you'll be pulled through the wall.

Quickly jump into the left pipe to reach the Minus World, from

which there is no escape. If you wait too long, you'll warp to

World 4 instead.

THE JUSTIN BAILEY CODE
Whoever Justin Bailey was, we can thank him for one of the

first and still one of the coolest weapon codes ever. Enter

"JUSTIN BAILEY" as your password, with all dashes on the second

line. You'll start the game with 6 Energy Containers, 255 Missiles

and the Wave Beam. In addition, Kraid and Ridley will be defeated,

and Samus will exchange her armor for a spif new costume.

THE WILD WARP CODE
RPG and adventure game codes tend to be less overpowering

than action game codes, adding new dimensions to games but

often leaving a lot of the challenge intact. The Wild Warp

code is a notable early example. By holding A and B on

Controller 1 and pressingA on Controller II, you can warp to

one of 16 locations in the game. Be warned: if you use the code

in the Final Tower, you won't be able to reenter the tower and

finish the game.



ZELDA’S 2nd QUEST
Hardy warriors who completed The Legend of Zelda

happy to discover that the end of their adventure was merely

the beginning of another: the 2nd Quest. Players were even

more pleasantly surprised to find they could access this

rearranged and tougher version of the game by entering

"ZELDA" as their password. Together with the Minus World,

the 2nd Quest fired players' imaginations and drove them to

scour all their games for hidden levels and gaming treasures.

THE FIRST OFMANY
Super Mario Bros, was among the first batch of NES games,

so it was only appropriate that it contain the first continue

code. Though the code wasn't officially published for a long

time, Mario fans found they could continue their games as

long as they did not turn off their control decks.When your

game is over, simply hold A and press Start on the title

screen. If the SMB programmers only knew what this inn

cent little code would spawn in the years to come!

GALLOPING GHOSTS
Not only was Ghosts 'N Goblins one of the first games to

have a stage select code, it was one of the first to truly need
one! To start your game on a selected stage, first hold Right

and press B three times. Press Up and release. Press B three

times. Press Left and release. Press B three times. Press

s. Press Start to make a

number and a letter appear in the middle of the screen. Now
press A and B to select a stage number and press Start.

J| These days, players tend to think of codes as an integral part

- v •: • *1

! that helped spark this trend on the Super NES was NBA Jam.

;

Jam was crammed to the nosebleed seats with great power-

i up codes, andwe chose this one as a worthy represen tative.

: First begin a normal game. On the "Tonight's Match-Up"

screen, press any button seven times, and then hold B, Y and

Up until the game starts. Your player will be "on fire" through-

out the game.

Most recent basketball games lean toward "fantasy" play,

with 50-foot jams and tons of power-up codes. When the

first big head codes popped up, they were an unexpected and

hilarious addition to the usual tricks, reminding us that these

games are, after all, about having fun. To activate your big

heads, press Up on the Control Stick, Turbo and Pass as you

enter the Match-Up screen. Here's a bonus: For a really huge

noggin, press Up, Up Pass and Turbo on the Match-Up screen.

REPTILE REVISITED

changed after the Mortal Kombat series picked up steam. To

fight against Reptile, the first of many mysterious ninja in the

MK universe, play the game with any character on any diffi-

culty level. When you're in The Pit Stage, get a double

Flawless victory without using Block and then execute your

Finishing Move. You'll now begin a match with Reptile.



DOUBLE TROUBLE

This code provided intrepid explorers with 10 extra lives and 10

extra space pods, making it one of the more generous codes of its

day. Enter a Q on every space as your password. You'll see four

lives/ships on screen, but you'll really have more. You'll begin on

;

Planet 10, and you can go to Planet 11 immediately.

The Ninja Gaiden series had some of the first sound tests, and this

was one of the more interesting ones. While holding diagonally Up

and Left, A, B and Select, press Reset and then Start. While still

holding, let the title screen appear and fade. Press Start when the

screen is blank. Let the title screen reappear and fade. When it

comes back, press Start twice. A picture of Ryu and Irene will

appear. Use the Control Pad, A and B to sample the music.

With its jazzy soundtrack and cool gadgets, Spy Hunter was a big

hit in the arcade and on the NES. On the title screen, held A, B,

Select and the center of the Control Pad and press Start. You’ll

begin the game with all the weapons installed and 10 cars in

reserve.

Kid Icarus was an early action/adventure blockbuster for the NES,

and trying to finish it often induced much gnashing of teeth and

cries of, "I've fallen again!" Enter ICARUS FIGHTS MEDUSA
ANGELS as your password to begin on Stage 2-4, to be invincible

and have an unlimited supply of feathers.

Before tournament fighting games, side-scrolling street fighting

games were all the rage, with the Double Dragon series at the

head of the pack. To begin the game with up to seven lives, start a

"2-Player B" game and clear the first screen of enemies. Now
knock out the other character to take all his extra lives.

Unsporting, but effective!

Multi-part codes are no big deal now, but this combined sound

test, free armor and extra life code was pretty heady stuff way
back when. First input the enable code. Press and hold diagonally

Up and Right, A and B on Controller II on the title screen.Now hold

diagonally Left and Down and Select on Controller I. While holding,

press Start on Controller I. You should hear a tone and be taken to

the start of the game. To try the sound test, move the cursor to

the painting on the wall of the house. PressA on Controller II to

change soundtracks. If you're broke but need armor, choose Roas

(the boy) as your character. Go to the shop in the first tree to the

left of the house. Select the Crystal and then go back home. You’ll

receive armor (which the shop doesn't even stock) for free! Once

you have the armor, you can also get extra lives. Have Roas don the

armor and step outside. Let his magic run out and then go bafck

inside. Put the tip of the cursor /finger on the eye in the painting.

While holding B on Controller II, press and hold Left on Controller II

and Right on Controller I simultaneously. If the finger moves, move

it back and start again. While still holding these three buttons,

press A on Controller 1 16 times. Now enter a password or start a

game as normal. You'll have a whopping 128 lives and 16 of almost

every item!

This continue code was unusual for allowing you to keep all the

items you collected. In the first cave on the first island, jump up

and down after the 5th skull to find a secret room and the Hudson

Bee icon within. With that in hand, hold Left and press Start when

your game is over.

If there's a universal truth for RPGs, it's that you'll have to bust

some monster heads to earn a living. If you're looking for a less

strenuous job, though, climb aboard the ship, hold A and press B 55

times. This brings up a puzzle game. Arrange the numbers in order

to win 100 gold pieces!

Golf games aren't particularly scarce, but codes for them are. To

switch from a right-handed player to a left-handed one, hold Left

as you select your character. This seemingly simple change will

transform the game play dramatically!



Looking for that particular sword or shield? This code will change

any item into another at random. Fill all the spaces in the leader's

pack, with the 6th item being the one you want to change. Select

Use and choose the leader. PressA when Equip appears. Select an

empty space and press B. The change can be performed as often

as you like. The Flaming Club, however, will disappear or become a

useless item, and other items may lose their magical properties.

Super Spy Hunter came with a factory-installed extra car code

that was fun and unpredictable. While holding Select on the title

screen, press Start to make a numbered bar appear. PressA to

start it spinning. Whatever number the bar stops on is the number

of cars (up to 13) you'll have.

Baseball Stars was a cult hit for years, and its hidden team codes

(two of the earliest) only enhanced the game. To create a pow-

ered-up team, go to the Make Team screen and move the cursor

Down, Right, Left, Down, Down, Right and Up. The cursor should

be on Balanced Team. PressA to make the message "When Isn't

It?" appear. Change the message to, "When It Is." Be sure to

include the period. To create a powered-up women's team, go to

the Make Team screen and move the cursor Down, Right, Left,

Down, Down, Right, Up, Up, Down, Up, Down and Up. The cursor

should be on Veterans. Press A to make the message, "What Is A
Wren?" appear. Change it to, "A Bird." The message, "When Isn't

It?" will appear. Enter, "When It Is."

You might be expecting some sort of power punch code, but this

classic bruiser included a code for accessing a rearranged boxing

circuit. Type in "1 3 5 7 9 2 4 6 8 0" as your password but don't enter

it. With the cursor on the zero, hold Select, A and B simultaneous-

ly to start Another World Circuit.

Several code types eventually merged and evolved into configura-

tion ("config") codes, which usually gave players a menu of various

options. On the title screen, press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left,

Right, Left, Right, A, B and Start. (It's not the Konami code, but it's

close.) Select your turtle to go to the config screen, which

includes a stage select, difficulty level setting and more.

TAG TEAM

( WWF Wrestlemania Challenge

We didn’t want wrestling fans to feel left out (and there are a lot

of you out there), so here are two tag team sneak attack codes.

At any time during a tag team match, you can bypass the rules by

holding A and Select simultaneously or B and Select simultaneous-

ly. Your partner will either help you in the ring or attack your oppo-

nent's partner outside the ring.

The Hunt For Red October was not a big hit, but its codes were sig-

nificant for actually changing the mechanics of the game. To turn

the scrolling off, pause the game and press Up, Up, Down, Down,

Left, Left, Right and Right. 1o turn the inertia off so the sub stops

on a dime, pause and then press Up, Down, Left, Right and Select.

Repeat to change things back.
I

The three big sports game code categories are: player power-ups,

hidden teams and championship series or games. This last catego-

ry is well represented with this classic code, one of the first of its

kind. Select the Pennant mode and enter "JAELECO" as your pass-

word. You'll jump to the last game of the pennant series between

New Jersey andNew York.



GomeBoy

Ice Hockey

A weapon codewe expected, but not a sketch program! On the

high score screen, press Left, Down,A and B simultaneously to

make the "De Souza Editor" program appear. Press Start to begin.

Move the cursor with the Control Pad. Hold A and move the cursor

to draw, and hold B and move the cursor to erase.

This pioneering hockey title included two of the very first codes

that changed the mechanics of a game and forced players to re-

adjust their whole way of playing. On the title screen, while hold-

ing A and B on both Controllers, press Start on Controller I. This

makes both goalies disappear. To create a frictionless puck that

bounces around at hyper-speed, first press Start to begin a game.

Select speed, teams and time. While holding A and B on both

Controllers, press Start on Controller II.

Power Mission

Sim/strategy games are truly a rare breed on the Game Boy, so we
were surprised to find this code to power up your fleet at any

time. First choose your formation and end your turn. Don't carry

out any battle plans. While the enemy fleet is moving, press and

hold Left, Select and B. When it's your turn to move, your fleet will

be at 99 hit points.

Fecmo Bowl

Hidden special teams are almost required these days, but back in

1989, players were wowed with being able to pit a team against

itself. Enter 9C3F7FA5, 63AEFFA5, 697BFFA5, 46AFFDAB or

CCAFF7AD as your password. You'll hit the field with mirror

images of San Francisco, Dallas, Chicago, Miami or Denver playing

against themselves.

Mario’s Picross

This is the only codewe know of so far written specifically for the

Super Game Boy. On the title screen, hold any direction on the con-

trol pad and press Start. Keep holding the Control Pad until the

screen border color changes. Depending on the direction held, a dif-

ferent color border will appear. You can choose from any Play It

Loud series colors, including the Clear design!

Codes are, overall, curiously rare in Game Boy games, but here are

two interesting ones for a sleeper adventure game. To warp

through the floor and down the next level, call up the Map and

then press B, Select and Down simultaneously. To fill up your

inventory with weapons and other items, go to the Map screen

and press B, Up and Select simultaneously.

Game Boy

Here's an unusual one for the Game Boy. To string all the animated

sequences together into a mini-movie, press Right, Up, B, A, Down,

Up, B, Down, Up and B on the title screen.

Wario Land:

Super Mario Land III

NBA Jam: Tournament Edition
Not to be outdone by his rival, Wario had a game and a config code

of his own. Pause the game and press Select 16 times to make a

cursor appear. While holding A and B, use the Control Pad to move

the cursor to highlight your number of lives, coins, hearts, etc.

Press Up and Down to max them out. Press Start to return to your

game. If you place the cursor on the Wario face (the lives icon) and

then return to the game, you'll also receive a better hat.

The current b-ball code craze has spread to the Game Boy, too, and

here’s one of the better examples. On the Match-Up screen, press

Right, Up, Down, Right, Down and Up. If done correctly, "Goaltend"

will flash on screen before the game starts, and you'll be able to

goal tend without drawing a foul.



KIRBY'S CONFIG CODE

( Kirby's Dream Land

I

The buff cream puff was given a config code of his own in his first

Game Boy adventure. On the title screen, hold Down, B and Select

simultaneously. Use the Control Pad to select different options

and change them. Highlight "Sound Test" and press A to sample

the audio effects.

LITTLE, BAD S UGLY

Nintendo’s first 16-bit soccer game. Our players on the field. Need
we say more? Select Exhibition Mode and start a IP vs 2P match.
On the Team Select screen hold Start and press B on Controller II.

That team will become Team Nintendo. Select a team for Player 1

and head out onto the pitch!

(m
Tourney fight fans aren't content to fight against hidden or boss

characters, they want to fight as them. To become the awesome
Eyedol, first choose any character on the player select screen. On

the versus screen, hold Right and press Select, Start, B and A.

e sorry to see the FF series fade from the Game Boy’s

screen, but you can relive its magical sounds with this code. On the

title screen, press and hold Down, Select and A for about 5 sec-

onds to access the sound test. You can hear even more sounds if

you have a party that’s level 58 or higher. On the title screen,

select Continue and highlight any save files that have a party at

level 58 or above. Press B.Now hold Select, B and Start.

Here’s one of the first codes for a Super NES, which will give your

chosen player incredible speed and power. On the select screen,

highlight your player and press L five times, X, R seven times and X
on Controller II. You’ll be the top player in the world in no time!

To access special game modes and the credits, begin a game and

then press Select for the options menu. Select New Game and

pressA to call up the password option. Enter ZAP (adds zap sound

effect), STF (see credits), MAN (easy game), or REV (reversed

tiles) as your password.
I

NBA Jam used lots of hidden fantasy players, like President

Clinton. To play as the Prez, start a Head-to-Head or Team game
and go to the Initials screen. Enter A and R as your first two ini-

tials, and then place the cursor on K, but don’t enter it. While hold-

ing L, R and Start, press X.

No code compilation would be complete without a couple of the

many gems from this Game Boy superstar. The first is a handy

warp. When you find an obstacle you can’t pass, go back to the

left or right one screen. Stand on the edge of the screen. Just as

you reenter the screen with the obstacle, press Select. With luck,

the map will appear. When you return to the game, you’ll be past

the obstacle. If you get stuck, reset and try again. The second is an

odd trick using the Rooster. Throw the Boomerang. Pick up the

Rooster before the Boomerang comes back. You’ll float safely

above as the Boomerang whirls below, defeating any enemies it

touches. (What’s with this game and poultry, anyway?) I

As "fantasy" basketball games took off, so did their game play

and codes. The emphasis has been on stratospheric jams and near-

ly god-like abilities, and this code delivers big time. Press Left,

Right, A, B, B andA on the Match-Up screen. If "Powerup Dunks"

appears at the beginning of the game, you’ll be able to dunk from

anywhere on the court.



from the Roster Setup menu. Highlight one of the players ar

press B. Choose a name from this list and enter it: Bird, Jabbai,

McHale, Chamberlain, Maravich or Stackhouse. The player's pic-

ture and stats will change to match the pro you've named. Use the

Trade Players option to get him on your team.

CInternational Superstar Soccer Deluxe

H The world’s game certainly deserves attention, and it's well rep-

S

'"1
resented with this code. Select a team and game options. On the

final options screen, select the Edit Player Skills option.

Distribute all the skill points you have. When you run out, high-

light Cancel and press Y. You'll now have more points in reserve,

'f equal to the number you started with.

Just the fact that there even were bass fishing codes made us

pause, so we figured we had to include them. While holding X and

Y on Controller I and A and B on Controller II, turn your Control

Deck on. "Debug Mode" should appear on screen. To adjust fishing

conditions, first go to the Boating screen. Hold A on Controller II

and go to the Casting screen to see the options. To catch fish

instantly, go to the casting screen and press Y (random fish) or Up
(lunker) on Controller II. To speed up time, go to the Boating screen

and press X on Controller II.

Just to give the sport some recognition, here's a special team code

for NHL '96. When the demo starts, hold Select and tap L and R

rapidly. Press Start when the puck comes to a stop. Continue to

hold Select and tap L and R until you hear a voice say, "Kayrog."

This enables the High Score, EA Sports, Tiburon and Bus Drivers

teams in Practice and Exhibition modes.

NFS

HOMERSATNIGHT
Ken Griffey Jr.’s Winning Run

There are usually far fewer home runs in a baseball game than

dunks in a basketball game, but you can change all that. In a

two-player game, pause the game when you're at bat and press

B, Y, B, Y and Select. If you hit a fair ball during this at bat, it will

count as a homer! If you're in an outdoor stadium, pause the

game and press Select, Down, A and Y. Now return to the

game. Once the game view changes, day will turn into

night or night into day.

METAL CLUBS
Hole-ln-One Golf

This early 16-bit golf game showcased the Super NES's Mode 7

scaling abilities, and you'll be able to showcase your driving abili-

ties with a set of metal clubs. Just enter "METAL-PLAY" as your

name, with the dash as a space.

Super Slapshot

We expect video basketball players to defy the law of gravity, but

now hockey players have gotten into the act. Enter ".SCH-.R" as

your password. The dash is a space, and be sure to include the peri-

ods. Begin an Exhibition or Tournament game. All players will be
upside down)

WORLD WRESTLING
WIMP

Turn your opponents into wrestling weenies by simultaneously

pressing Right, Y and B four times on the copyright screen. You'll be

able to knock down anyone with just two hits. This is a tough code

to do, but it's worth the price of admission.

Of course, basketball games don't have a corner on team codes.

Select the Play Now option and highlight the Carolina Panthers.

Press L, Y, B, R, A, R and Y to change them into the NFLPA team. If

you highlight the All-Madden team and press B, A, L, L and Select,

you'll get the EA Sports team.



WO BEST CODES
i

TWINFIGHTERS

[
Street Fighter II &

Street Fighter II marked the big shift from side-scrolling to tourney

fighting games. With this code, two players can use the same

character and prove who really is the better fighter. After

"Licensed by Nintendo" fades away and just as the music begins,

press Down, R, Up, L,Y and B before the Capcom logo fades. If you

enter the code correctly, you'll hear a tone, and the background

will change to blue.

After the initial success of SFII, players clamored for more speed

and play options, and their cries were answered with SFII Turbo.

Let the demo run until the word "Turbo" appears. On Controller II,

quickly press Down, R, Up, L, Y and B before the title Screen comes

into full view. If you enter the code correctly, you'll hear a tone.

You'll now be able to dial up the speed to 10 stars, rather than to

the usual 4 stars. To access a special move config screen, enter

Vs. mode. When you reach the Stage Select screen, press Down,

R, Up, L, Y and B on Controller II. You'll hear a tone and a new sub-

screen will appear. Use the Control Pad to highlight special moves

and press Y and B to turn them off and on. If either code fails, press

Reset and try again.

Along with MKII came more characters, more moves, more fatali-

ties and, of course, more codes. To warp to a match with Noob

Saibot, go to the character select screen and press Left, Up,

Down, Down, Right and Select. To extend the time you have to

execute a Fatality, press Up, Up, Left, Up, Down and Select on the

character select screen. If you enter either code correctly, you'll

hear a "swishing" sound.

WEAPON SELECT

Super R-Type

On the title screen, after you choose a difficulty level, press

Down, R, Right, Down, Right, Right, Down, Right, Down and Down.

Press Start to begin. Now pause your game at any time and press

R, Right, Down, Y, Down, Right, Down, Left, Right, Down, Right

and Right. The next two buttons you press will determine which

weapons you receive. First press A (laser), B (ground laser), Y

(wide laser), R (bomb) orX (reflect laser), and then press A (hom-

ing missile) or X (air-to-surface missile).

In the penultimate MK for the Super NES, players finally had a

chance not only to fight against the hidden characters, but to fight

as them as well. To enter Kombat as Human Smoke, first select

Robot Smoke as your character. Press and hold Back, High Punch,

High Kick, Block and Run until the match begins.

Side-scrolling action Paks seem to have joined Pong in that great

I discount bin in the sky, but a lot of us still have fond memories of

greats like Final Fight. To reach the secret option/config screen,

hold L on the title screen and press Start. The Extra Joy option

lets you execute a super move by pressing A, but it wil I use some

of your energy.

An entire generation of Star Wars fans grew up wishing they could

have a lightsaber, and when we found this code, it was the fantasy

come true.When the game start screen appears, press Y, Y, X, X,

A, B, X and A. You will now have unlimited use of the lightsaber,

which is "not as random or as clumsy as a blaster."

THE FORCE WILL BE
WITH YOU

r Super Empire Strikes Back

.

.

,.s more recent Triple Threat code gets our vote as one of the

best weapon/config codes of all time. First input the Ultimate

Power code to give you all the Force Powers and unlimited

Thermal Bombs, and to enable the other codes. On the game start

screen, press A, B, Y, X, A, B, Y, X, A, B, A, B, Y, X, X, Y, A, B, Y and

i X. If you enter the code correctly, you'll hear Darth Vader say,

S

"Impressive." Now start your game before the demo begins. Once

[

the Ultimate Power code is activated, press L and R on Controller II

at anytime during the game to access the Debug menu. You can

change your stage, lives health, weapon and more. To become

invincible in side-scrolling stages, hold Select, A, B, X and Y, and

then release them simultaneously.
“



Cheat Mode option appears. Highlight it and press B, A, Right,

Right, Left, A and X. If you hear Dixie giggle, the code has been

entered correctly. This code takes out all the DK Barrels in the

game. If you want to start a game with 50 lives instead, highlight

the Cheat Mode option and press Y, A, Select, A, Down, Lef t, A
and Down. If you enter both codes, you'll enable both effects, plus

uni i'll ctart mom ctano in/ith nirirlv and Dixie no matter if you lost
n. it you enier com cooes, you u enauie ui

em by the end of the last stage.

Of all the side-scrolling action games based on movies from the

past few years, some NP staffers think that Alien 3 was second

only to the Star Wars series, and its weapons code rocked. At any

time during the game,press A, B, Y and X on Controller II, then

press A on Controller I.A "1" will appear in the top left corner

under the weapons info. The number tells you which option you've

activated. If you'd like a different option, press A, B, Y, X on

Controller II, then press A to add 1, B to add 2 orX to add 4 to the

number. The options are as follows: 1 or 3 = invincibility, 2 = no

damage, 4 = all weapons, 5 or 7 = weapons and invincibility, and 6 =

weapons and no damage.

With 989 different worlds to conquer. Populous is a natural for a

stage select code. While the game is paused, hold L and press A.

Release both buttons. Hold R and pressX B, X, A and Select.

Release R and activate the Armageddon icon. Move the hand cur-

sor to the globe and activate it. Select "Conquest" and press A.

Press X and B to scroll through the worlds. Find the world you wish

to conquer and press A to begin. This code works in Conquest

mode only.

This duplication code may make it impossible to finish your current

game, but it's great to tinker with. Equip the item you wish to copy

and enter battle. Select the Item option of the person holding the

item. Scroll down to a blank space on the list and press A to place

a glove there. Highlight the item to be copied and press A. Press B

to exit. Hold L and R to retreat. Go to the subscreen, select Equip

and choose whoever has the item. The item will have moved.

Highlight the space it used to occupy and press A. Select the item

and press A. You'll now have two copies of the item!

Earthworm Jim

Earthworm Jim 2 was a rare title that combined a crazed sense of

humor with some of the best platform action this side of your

Uncle Bubba's barnyard. Now you can partake of Jim's bovine hilari-

ty with this handy config code. Pause the game and press Select,

Left, Right, A, X, X, Left and Right. Use the Control Pad and the Y

Button to select stages and activate the map view cheat. To

return to the game, highlight "Sound Effects" and press Start. To

collect enough worms to play all the wacky bonus games, pause

and press A, B, A, B, A, B, A and B. Press Start to resume.

I Star Trek:

l Star Fleet Academy

This game wasn't a huge hit, but it was true to the spirit of Star

Trek, and this code is significant for portraying events only hinted

at in several of the films. Start a new game and go to the Name

Select screen. While holding L, R and Select, press A, B, A, B, X, Y,

X, and Y. Choose Capt Kirk. If you reach the final exam as Kirk,

you’ll be able to hail the Klingon vessels and save the Kobayashi

Maru. If you do interrupt play and resume the game with a pass-

word, type in your password but don't lock it in. Enter the code

anain. release all buttons and oress Select to resume play as Kirk.

We couldn't resist this special password that pits Mega Man

against Bass in a Street Fighter-style match. Type in 1415, 5585,

7823 and 6251 as your password. While holding L and R, press

Start. If you don't hold L and R, you'll enter a normal game, but

you'll have all items.



100 BEST CODES

Killer Instinct Gold
Pilotwings 64

Kl Gold's config code enables no less than 15 options, including the

ability to choose from white, gold and Shadow uniforms. Press Z,

B, A, L, A and Z during the demo. After a voice says, "Perfect,"

press Start. We also picked Kl’s stage/music select code for

recognition because of the beautiful graphics and rich sound. In a

two-player game, the first player to select a character can

choose the stage, while the other player can choose the music.

Highlight your character, hold Up or Down and press any attack

button. Different button combos correspond to different stages

and soundtracks.

Pilotwings, we often ignored the objectives and just flew around.

If you're getting low on fuel in the Little States, rind the gas sta-

tions near the shuttle launch pad. Cross or touch the center line in

one of their parking lots for an instant fill-up. Sorry, but the Kwik-

E-Marts are closed!

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

When you think fighting game config codes, you think the MK
series. To enable all the hidden menus, quickly press Block, High

Kick, Low Kick, Run, Low Punch, High Punch, High Punch, High

Punch, Low Punch and Low Punch during the demo. You'll hear a

grunt if the code is entered correctly.

With 64-bit power behind them, Turok's weapons and weapon

codes are some of the biggest and baddest on the planet. To grab

all the guns, enterCMGTSMMGGTS as your Cheat Menu pass-

word. To combine the weapons with invincibility and a host of

other options, enter NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK on the Cheat Menu.

w/ : 7?

f Mortal Kombat Trilogy



BLAST CORPS

HOLD DO I GET A TURBO BOOST OU THE TIfflED STAGES?

T
his trick is similar to the turbo boost

starts you'll find when you race in

Wave Race 64 and Mario Kart 64.

Press your accelerator button at the same

moment you hear the fourth and final

beep—just as the starting lights change to

green. If your timing is just right, your

vehicle will surge off the starting line. This

trick is a little tougher to pull off than in

other racing titles, but it's worth the trou-

ble when you're after Platinum Medals.

(iLMI)Elt- S; RANCH

- Bit

POT (l.'IUMI EKUHCAIWtl

Blast Corps has a turbo boost trick for timed

courses. The method is similar to the turbo

boosts in Wave Race 64 and Mario Kart 64.

Press the accelerator button as the lights

change to green. If you do it at exactly the right

moment, your vehicle will leap off the line.

lilHV CBIl'T I EHPLDRE THE PERHETS BE¥DRD THE IHD0H?

A
fter you've completed the course on

the moon, you'll need to return to

earth and earn Gold Medals on all of

the main and the secondary stages. There

are two Gold Medals on each Main

Course. You'll get the first Gold Medal

when you clear the path for the Carrier and

you'll earn a second one when you collect

all the items in a stage. Communication

Towers are the most commonly missed

items in main courses. If the course has a

green circle, you still need to find the

Communications Tower in the stage. You

earn Gold Medals on the secondary cours-

es by completing the stage objectives

before the goal time expires. After you earn

a Gold Medal on every course, you'll be

able to break out of lunar orbit.



HARDEST moon
IIJHERE IS THE ItlDDIl FLOfflEH?

Y
ou'll earn a wheelbarrow full of

cash if you sell the Moon Flower,

but this rare bloom grows in the

forest only one day per year. Some of

the townsfolk give you hints about the

rare plant, but it's hard to know when

to find it. Search the mountain

between the 10th and the 12th day. of

fall. O.nce you pick the flower, you

won't find another one until next year. The Moon Flower is very difficult to find. Search

the mountain between the 10th and 12th day of fall.

You'll earn 600 Gold if you sell the Moon Flower,

but you'll find only one bloom each year.

Y
ou'll get the watch if you place an

order for an upgrade to your house

before the end of the first summer. You

need to order your upgrade from the car-

Vbu'll receive the watch if you place an order for a

house upgrade before the end of the first summer.

HDUI DD I GET THE HIETCH?

penter in the forest. It will cost you a total

of 5,000 Gold and 250 pieces of wood.

Stay up late and chop all the wood you

need in a solitary evening. If you get tired.

To place an order for an upgrade, you'll need to give

the carpenter 5,000 Gold and 250 pieces of wood.

replenish your energy by repeatedly jump-

ing into the hot springs. If you deplete the

entire forest of timber, exit and re-enter it to

restore it to its former sylvan glory.

Try chopping all the wood you'll need in one night

so you can concentrate on your cash crops.

f
'

HO III DO I PROPOSE mflHHIflGE? j a
Y

ou can't pop the question unless your

girlfriend really likes you and you

have the Blue Feather. You can usu-

ally tell how much your girlfriend likes you

by your everyday conversations. She'll usu-

ally drop a hint or two about marriage

when she's ready. You can also sneak a

peek at her diary Buy the Blue Feather for

2,000 Gold from the merchant on a

Saturday or Sunday in the Market and give

it to your girlfriend. If she's truly in love with

you, you'll be married the next day.



STAR FOH 64

HOlIf DO I REACH KHTItlfl FROffl DIETED?

T
here are seven warp rings in a zig-

zag pattern where the Butterfly

Fighters first attack you in the Meteo

stage. Ignore the fighters and slalom

through all seven rings to activate the

warp. Your Arwing will gradually acceler-

ate as you pass through each ring, so you'll

need to use your R and Z Buttons to bank

your craft through the tight turns. If you fly

through all the rings, you'll warp to Meteo. To warp from Meteo to Katina, you'll have to fly

a zig-zag pattern through seven warp rings.

Use your R and Z Buttons to bank your Arwing as
it gradually accelerates through the tight turns.

Si
!

~
HDl

~

DO I I1IRRP FROffl SECTOR K TD SECTOR Z?~~_j a
T

o find the secret warp, you must

fly through the left path when

Sector X's route splits in two

directions. As you fly through the maze

You'll find the warp doors if you take the left path

where Sector X's passages split in two.

of sliding panels, look for a square

door that flashes when you shoot at it.

Keep shooting the door until it turns

red. Three more doors sequentially

After you fly through the sliding panel maze,

you'll see a square door. Shoot it until it turns red.

appear after you hit the first door. If you

can turn all four warp gates red and fly

through them, you'll warp clear across

the Lylat system to Sector Z.

If you turn all four doors red and fly through

them, you'll enter the warp leading to Sector Z.

Si l HOm ID I GET THE Lfl UDmflSfER "flnEfll] C KET~LflUn CHER III US. ItlDDE?

Y
ou'll be able to choose between

flying an Arwing or driving a

Landmaster in Vs. Mode after you

earn a medal on Venom. To earn a

medal, you must score 200 hits on the

planet surface. You can choose between

the Arwing, Landmaster or the Rocket

Launcher after you complete the

on Expert Mode. To access Expert Mode,

you must earn medals in all the game's

stages. The toughest areas to win medals

in are Sector Z, Katina and Area 6.

To earn Venom's medal, you must invade the

planet’s airspace via Area 6 and score 200 hits.

You can choose between theArwing, Landmaster
or Rocket Launcher when you earn all the medals.



DOHKEV KOnG Lfl n D 2

UIHflT IS THE 1-UP TRICK M PIRATE PflHIC?

Y
ou'll need Dixie Kong to pull off the 1-

up trick in Pirate Panic. From the first

DK Barrel, run right to the next ledge.

Leap up and use Dixie's Helicopter Spin to

float to the right and land in the invisible

Warp Barrel. The Warp Barrel drops you at

the end of the stage, but if you run right past

the End Target, you'll find an Extra Life

Balloon and 50 Bananas. Reenter the stage

and repeat this trick until you have the extra

lives you need to continue your game.

IHHERE IS THE B0I111S BARREL III RMfflHL fltlTICS?

hile you'll use Rambi,

Enguarde, Squitter, Squawks

and Rattly in Animal Antics,

one of the Bonus World stages con-

nected to Klubba's Kiosk, all you real-

Af ter you lose Squitter at the No Squitter sign,

retrace your path back to the cliff on the left.

ly need is Dixie Kong to find the Bonus

Stage. After you lose Squitter at the No

Squitter sign, retrace your route back

to the cliff ledge on the left. Leap off

the cliff and use Dixie's Helicopter

Leap off the cliff and use Dixie's Helicopter Spin

tofloat down the right side of the rock wall.

Spin to float down to the right. Keep

spinning and as you descend. You'll

see a path on the right. Follow the trail

until you roll into the Bonus Barrel that

will take you to the Bonus Level.

As you descend, you'll see a path leading to

the right. Follow it to find the Bonus Barrel.

In the HSR Call:

l-9D0-aBB-D7D7 fl&fl FAST FACTS In Canada Call:
1-9 DO - Q 5

1
- 440 D

($1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

Or write to: Counselors' Corner

P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

nuns'll u s fl mflRIO HART 64 fl B fl HRRGTIIRE

fl: How do I save my "Hot Times"?

fl : The game saves everything except your

times. You need the Controller Pak to save

them.

fl: Which cars have the highest top speed?

fl : The Police Car and the Devastator VI are

tied for the top speed of 147 MPH, but the

Police Car has the best acceleration.

Q: Which character is the fastest?

fl : Most players find that they can get their

best times using Peach or Toad.

Q: Can I race in the first-person perspective I

see in the demo mode?

fl: No, but the demo mode will show you a

good line to follow when you're racing on

the course.

fl: Are Jordan, Barkley or Shaq in the game?

fl : No. There are no codes that allow you tc

select these players.

fl : What is the maximum number of Attribute

Points I can earn in the game?

fl: There are a total of 72, but you must

100 Trivia Points to earn all of them.



Place

First Class

Stamp

Here

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity U.S.

#35401 Volume 99 (Aug. '97) $5.50

#35400 Volume 98 (July '97) $5.50

#35389 Volume 97 (June '97) $5.50

#35388 Volume 96 (May ’97) $5.50

#35387 Volume 95 (Apr. '97) $5.50

#35386 Volume 94 (Mar. '97) $5.50

#33550 Volume 92 (Jan. '971 $5.50

#33549 Volume 91 (Dec. '96) $5.50

#33548 Volume 90 (Nov. '96) $5.50

#33547 Volume89 (Oct. '96) $550
#33546 Volume 88 (Sept. '96) $5.50

#33545 Volume 87 (Aug. ’96) $5.50

#33544 Volume 86 (July '96) $5.50

#33543 Volume 85 (June '96) S5.50

#33542 Volume 84 (May '96) $550

#33541 Volume83 (Apr. '96) $550

#33540 Volume82 (Mar. '96) $5.50

#33539 Volume 81 (Feb. '96) $550
#27658 Volume67 (Dec. '94) $5.50

#35514 Set (Vol. 80-85) $24.00

#33947 Set (Vol. 74-79) $24.00

#33946 Set (Vol. 68-73) $24.00

#33103 Set (Vol. 56-61) $24.00

#32590 Set (Vol. 44-49) S24.00

#28404 Set (Vol. 32-37) $24.00

#27127 Set (Vol. 26-31) $24.00

#26641 Set (Vol. 20-25) S24.00

#24949 Set (Vol. 13-19) $24.00

#20685 Set (Vol. 1-6) S24.00

Canadian

Price

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

S7.00

S7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

S7.00

S7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

S7.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

Total

Amount

$_

#21121

#19687

#35925

#35576
#34576

#34484

#34039

#32588
#32923

#33340
#32587
#30143
#29022
#27646
#27919
#25956
#25013
#24330
#22403

#27642

#27643

Strategy Guides
Final Fantasy (Vol. 17) $550
Super Mario Bros. 3 (Vbl. 13) $550
Players' Guides
Star Fox 64 $13.00

MarioKart64 $11.00

DKC 3: Dixie Kong'sDoublGTrouble $13.00

Super Mario64 $1300

Super MarioRPG $13.00

DKC2 Diddy'sKongQuest $13.00

SuperWarn\Afartd2 'itehi's Island $13.00

Chrono Trigger

Killer Instinct

DonkeyKong Country
Super Metroid

StreetFighter II Turbo

Mario Paint

Top Secret Password Book

Zelda-A Link to the Past

SuperNES
NES Game Atlas
Graphic Novels

Legend of ZeldaComicBook
SuperMarioAdventuresComicBook $12.00

$13.00

$18.00

$13.00

$18.00

$18.00

$18.00

$1750

S14.50

$17.50

$17.50

$17.50

S25.50

$17.50

S25.50

$1750

$2550

$25.50

$17.50

$16.00

Subtotal S

Sales Tax S

Total S



Player’s Poll—Volume 100
Who would give away cool stuff on their

Name

birthday? We would! Fill out this card and Address^

send it in, and we’ll enter you into a drawing

for our 1 00th Player’s Poll Contest! City

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers for your

five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. Super NES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 641. 2. 3. 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

3.12-14 4.15-17 5.18-24 6. 25 or older

F. Sex

1 . Male 2. Female

G. Which premium would you most like to receive for subscribing to NP?

1 . Discount Coupon 2. Player’s Guide 3. T-shirt or Hat

4. Game Pak 5. Toy 6. CD

How interested are you in playing the following games?

Very Moderately Somewhat Not At All

H.Zelda 64

I. Yoshi’s Island 64

J.Banjo-Kazooie

BACK ISSUE PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORM
Catch up on the classics! Order from among the Nintendo Power

issues listed on the back of this form. The prices shown include

the cost of shipping and handling.

_LtL

I I I 1 I i I i i-l

State/Prov. Zip/Postal

K. MLB featuring Ken Griffey Jr.

L. Bomberman 64

M.Conker's Quest

N. Extreme G
O. WCWVs. NWO
P. Space Station: Silicon Valley

Q.

San Francisco Rush

R. Mortal Kombat Mythologies

S. Duke Nukem 3-D

T. NFL Quarterback Club ‘98

U. Body Harvest

V. Top Gear Rally

W. Lamborghini 64

Mail in your card now, and keep your fingers crossed!

Very Moderately Somewhat Not At All

This season, the weather’s not the only thing that’s heating

up! More and more games are blazing on over, so you’re

going to need the help of the pros to avoid getting smoked.
Our Players’ Guides and Nintendo back issues are stuffed

with the hot info, strategies, tips and tricks that’ll help you

burn the competition. And if you need time to cool off, sit

back with the breezy comic book adventures in our

Graphic Novels. So stock up and keep your gaming on fire!

To get the goods shipped straight to your home, send your

order form to:

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732





Limited edition
anniversary
Power Tees!

SEND IT IN!

No purchase necessary. To enter, eithi

fill out the Player's Poll response card i

print your name, address, telephon

i question on a plain 3 1/2" x 5"

your entry to this address:

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER S POLL VOL. 100

P.0. BOX 97062

REDMOND, WA 98073-9762

October
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Clipping

The Clipping cheat lets you

walk through walls. Press top

C twenty times and bottom C

once on the Cheat Menu
screen to activate it. You can't

pick up items while Clipping is

on.

Patuer Cheats
Welcome to the incredible 100th installment of Classified

Information! This month, we risked life and limb to steal a

glance at Korax's secret grimoire and came away with a list

of terrific cheater spells. (Be warned: They do not work on

the highest difficulty level.) To use any of these codes, you

must first use the Enable Cheat code listed below to make

the Cheat Menu appear. There are more terrific cheats

where these came from, so tune in next month to see what

else our Cl sorcerors have uncovered!

Uisit

Press left C, left C, right C,

right C, bottom C and top C on

the Cheat Menu screen to

activate this stage select

option. Highlight "Visit" and

use the Control Stick to select

a stage. Press Start.

Butcher
The Butcher cheat destroys

all the monsters in the current

area, including bosses! Press

bottom C, top C, left C and left

C on the Cheat Menu screen.

Enable Cheat Pt. 1

Press Start to pause your

game. Now press top C, bot-

tom C, left C and right C to

make the Cheat Menu appear.

Highlight the Cheat Menu and

press A to access it.

Enable Cheat Pt. 2
The menu lists two pages of

cheats. Highlight "Collect" and

press A to see the second

page. To activate a cheat,

access the menu and enter the

appropriate code. Press Start

to return to the game.

. c<xi roedc : off,

i"!%Kppifig off For a quick life meter refill,

press left C, top C, bottom C

and bottom C on the Cheat

Menu screen. You must enter

this code every time you want
a refill.

fcuwtK-r..
:,r<o!th

This code gives you all the

keys necessary to complete

the current area. Press bottom

C, top C, left C and right C on
the Cheat Menu screen. You

must enter this code in each

Once the Cheat Menu is

enabled, access the menu and

press the left C, right C and

bottom C Buttons. The God
Mode option will now be high-

lighted. This cheat spell

grants you invincibility.
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Unlimited Continues
If you're duking it out with your fellow gods but getting

nowhere, use this code to grant yourself unlimited contin-

ues. When "Midway Presents War Gods" appears, press left

C, left C, Right (on the Control Pad), A, B, top C and right C.

Go to the Options screen and highlight "Continues." Press

Left on the Control Pad or Control Stick until "Freeplay"

appears. You can now battle for all eternity!

—
music volume iiimir
SFX VOLUME llllllllll

continues > freeplay
COntROLLER COnFIGURI

FAtALitiES = OFF
- Exit

Walkers, Troopers and Wampas
We have another exclusive Shadows code from LucasArts,

but first, we should clarify some of the instructions for the

codes we printed in Volume 98. To enable the AT-ST,

Stormtrooper and Wampa codes, you must first name your

game "-Wampa-Stompa." The dashes are spaces, and you

must write the name exactly as it appears, with both capital

and lowercase letters. You must also set your game controls

to the Traditional setup, not default, as we stated.

In addition, the Stormtrooper and Wampa codes work in

more stages than we thought originally. You can use the

Stormtrooper code in Escape from Echo Base, Gall

Spaceport, Imperial Freighter Suprosa, Sewers of Imperial

City and Xizor's Palace. You may become one of several

types of trooper or an assassin droid at random. Y6u can use

the Wampa code in Escape from Echo Base (on the Medium

difficulty level only) and in Gall Spaceport.

H-Wing and TIE Fighter
classic —

bungleBooK
If you complete Shadows of the Empire and collect all the^

Challenge Points on the Medium difficulty level, the gam
*

Stage Select
Disney's The Jungle Book joins the roster of great rereleased

Super NES games. When the Virgin Games logo appears,

quickly press Up three times, B twice, Y twice and Select. A

tone will sound. Now press Up, Down, Left, Right, B, Up, Y

and Left. Now press Select and Down. Another tone will

sound. Once the Disney logo fades away, go to the Options

screen. Highlight "Level" and press A and B to scroll through

the levels. Press Start to go to the Start Game screen.

will give you a cheat that allows you to fly an X-Wing o

TIE fighter in the Skyhook Battle. This code allows you to do

the same thing without fulfilling the normal conditions. Play

through the Skyhook Battle pntil you reach the station itself.

Pause the game. Press and hold Left on the Control Pad, left

C, bottom C, right C, the L Button, the R Button and the Z

Button. While holding these buttons, press Up and Down on

the Control Stick to select the Outrider, an X-Wing fighter or

a TIE fighter. The controls are the same for all the spacecraft,

except that the X-Wing and TIE fighters do not have a cock-

pit view, and the TIE fighter does not have any torpedoes.

The entire code must be

entered before the Disney logo

fades away.

This code is difficult to do. If it

doesn't work, turn your deck

off and on before trying again.

This code works on any diffi-

culty level, and you don't have

to complete the game first.

This is Red Five. I'm going in!

r.

Hj 1
1 1®'



Extra Lives S Sound Test
With luck this macabre classic from Konami will be rere-

leased in time for Halloween. To start your gothic adventure

with nine lives in reserve, select candle, candle, heart and

heart as your password. To take the Sound Test for a spin,

enter four hearts as your password.

^Eharacter End Codes
These little gems will spare you the pain and agony of trying

to defeat all the Dark Rift warriors and allow you to see each

character's game-ending cinema scene. Enter the appropri-

ate code on the Title screen to start the show. Directions are

entered on the Control Pad, and "L" and "R" are the L and

R Buttons, not Left and Right.

Aaron:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Left C

Eve:

Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Right C

Demonica:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R,Top C

Gore:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Bottom C

Niiki:

Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, A

Morphix:

Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, B

Scarlet”

Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Left C

Zenmuron:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Right C

Sonork:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L,Top C

Demitron:
Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Bottom C

i the Hey. who forgot to pack the

i handy. Holy Water?!

Kremkoins Galore

To pass through Klubba's Kiosk and enter the Lost World,

you normally must collect 47 Kremkoins scattered through-

out the game. To skip over this task, first go to the file select

screen and highlight any game file. Hold Left or Right on the

Control Pad and press A and B alternately until you hear a

tone. The Kremkoins won't show up on your screen immedi-

ately, but you'll now have 47 of them. If you enter the code,

but do not use the Kremkoins and do not save the game, the

coins will disappear when you turn your game off. To

retrieve them, you must use the code again.

The Kremkoins won’t appear

on screen until after your

game has been saved.

With these codes, you won't

risk excessive blood loss!

Enter the appropriate code i

the Titlfi. screen.

1
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wjtm of aS tans

youm 111! «imt it?

WW -to you '*sei'*s ths best 100 iimss of all tims?
if you're like us at Nintendo Power, you get a bunch of your opened the floor to illuminated debate. Participants argued

gaming friends together and hold a civilized debate, sort of

like Roman gladiators having a tea party—it may seem civil

on the surface, but we don't recommend turning your back

for a lump of sugar. Our 1 2 debaters, representing every

manner of gamer here at Nintendo, nominated their picks

for the best games from the libraries of the NES, Game Boy,

Super NES, Virtual Boy and N64. (Virtual Boy completely

struck out. Go figure.) Once the nominations were in, we

vigorously and persuasively for their favorites, licking off

the reasons why they were right and why everyone else

obviously had brain damage. Eventually, being red-blooded

North Americans, we held a vote, which resulted in the list

you find here. So it was democratic decision. You may not

agree with every one of our choices, but we stand behind

our picks—sometimes very far behind them. If you have a

problem with this, take it up with the judge.

So many things are done so well in this

game, that it's difficult to a single in on a

reason that makes it the best game of all

time. Shigeru Miyamoto, the designer of

Mario 64, had always wanted to create a

game that he described as being like a

magical garden full of surprises, excite-

ment, discoveries and danger. The immer-

sive nature of Mario 64 is unrivaled and

maybe that's why it was our one and only

i

unanimous choice in the

I great debate.

Few gamers would argue that A Link to the

Past deserves this lofty position, and if they

did grouse, we'd give their address to a

moblin. Coming in at number two in our

voting, Zelda for the Super NES proves that

you don't have to be radical to end up on

top. Our one questton isi why put Zelda in

every title in the series when all she ever

does is sleep and send occasional telepath-

ic messages? Next time, give-credit to the

little green guy. .

Surprised? Don't be. Tetris for Game Boy

continues to be one of the most played

games of all time. Who can forget their first

game of Tetris, the fascination of fitting the

tetrads together, the growing anxiety as the

blocks stack up, and the almost spiritual

sense that you get when you line every-

thing up and clear the stack, achieving a

zen-like oneness with your Game Boy.

Tetris is life. Life is Tetris.



Kart comes in at the top because it is so

much fun to play, especially as a multi-play-

er game. Some critics have pointed out that

the game isn't revolutionary. We would like

to point out to them that games aren't about

revolutions, they're about fun. Incredible

play control and graphics don't hurt, either.

With over eight million copies in homes

across North America, SMB 3 was the

best-selling NES game of all-time. But it

wasn't sales figures that got our votes.

Miyamoto's game design was at its cre-

ative best. In SMB 3, Mario donned a

Tanooki (raccoon) suit in order to fly.

Weirdness like that has got to be rewarded.

The heart of Metroid games has always

been the incomparable game control

and attacks. We all agree that Super

Metroid charted new territory with great

moves like the Space Walk, Super

Jumps, and Super Dash. And every game

should have X-Ray goggles. Period. The

graphics remain some of the best ever

for 1 6-bit games.

The gaming electorate at Nintendo nearly

came to blows during the Great Final Fantasy

III versus Final Fantasy II Debate. It came

down to an argument about opera, and

opera won. In addition to arias, Final Fantasy

III had everything you could want—heroes,

world-shattering events, magic, mindless

evil—plus Interceptor the wonder dog!

GOLDENEYE

There are two antagonistic camps at

Nintendo—those who think GoldenEye

is the greatest game in history and those

who think the first group has been seri-

ously warped by having too much fun

shooting each other in the back. The

argument goes like this—GoldenEye

hasn't been around long enough to

prove its staying power, even though no

one on the Power staff has slept in about

two months because they've been play-

ing GoldenEye. Therefore, it can't be

number one. The GoldenEye advocates

argue that this is just a clever ruse to get

them to go home, at which time the first

group will steal their copies of

GoldenEye. If nothing else, this debate

proves that GoldenEye puts players in a

cloak and dagger state of mind.

For all you loyal fans of Final Fantasy II,

take this ninth place finish with a grain of

salt. So what if it doesn't have an opera

scene. Who needs it?

Turbo had the best speed, the best moves and

the animation was great. We decreed that

this remains the tournament fighting game by

which all others should be

judged. SF II Turbo achieved

great game design balance. SjgBSHH d

NES—November 1991

-Super NES—August 1993



The pundits said that the home video

game market was dead, that Atari had

killed it, and there was great skepticism

across the land. Then there was Mario, a

humble plumber, but about a billion times

more fun than Pong. When he became

more popular than Mickey Mouse, the

critics acknowledged that, perhaps, there

was still a future for video games.

The Legend of Zelda turned players into

explorers. With riddles, mazes and mon-

sters, Zelda turned out to be the richest

game in the formative years of the NES.

In many ways, Link's Awakening may have

been the best of ihe Zelda games. It was the

only game with a walrus, for one thing. The

humor, characters, puzzles and action were

all great. The only thing missing was color.

Super Game Boy (shown) can fix that.
As the top sports/racing game on our list,

Wave Race 64 stands far above the

Madden-ing crowd. This game is not just

sounds and your rumblings; We only put

up with the frog out of a sense of duty, of

course, and we forgive Mr. Miyamoto for

being .unabashedly; pro-amphibian.

\0h, Star. Fox, 64, how do we love thee?

: : Lel' us count the ways. We love your bril-

liant- graphics and' Smooth as silk play

control. We love your

about reproducing or simulating a sport.

It's about pushing technology to the limit

so that when you bound over the realistic

breakers in Wave Race 64 you'd better

have a barf bag nearby.

Miyamoto again? So far, ten of the top 1

6

games have been creations of

Nintendo's game wizard, Master

Miyamoto. Like Super Mario 64, Super

Mario World showcased a new hard-

ware system. It was the first game

released for the Super NES and the first

smash hit for that system. The richness of

the graphics were unrivaled until years

later when Donkey Kong Country

appeared.

Okay, this one you might want to argue

with, even if it was arrived at democrat-

ically. But although on the surface this

seems like a ^^>lete^^modle of a

choice, let us ex^fi tj^W^f^g- Our

voters loved the b^ik anSfortb-ijciture of

the two-player competition. €fke base-

ball, it's not ovf^iintil it's &ver. Is that

enough to prqb.^i Tetris Attack into the

top 20? Maybe we just warned to stir up

a little controversy. ;



It took several years and several false starts

before the lovable dinosaur of Super Mario

World found himself in a hit game of his

own. Remember Yoshi, Yoshi's Cookie, and

Yoshi's Safari? No? Don't feel bad. Yoshi's

Island is the one to remember.

The last, great Super NES RPG from Square

pulled out all the stops. Not only was there a

story that spanned the eons, but the technolo-

gy and magic in the game were brought to life

by beautiful graphics and a rich soundtrack.

Chrono Trigger was a feast for RPG fans.

You want to be rich? Here's the formula:

make a game that's one part cool weapons

that you win from weird, robotic bosses

and one part great play control. Of course,

if it's that simple, why hasn't anyone else

done it? Maybe it's not that simple.

Mario in an RPG? It almost sounds sacrile-

gious. But as it turns out, this game was

more about characters than fighting and

raising your levels. The artists at Square cre-

ated a rendered, 3-D world like that in

Donkey Kong Country for Mario and

friends. Perhaps most significant of all,

Bowser turned out to be a pretty good guy.

You really can't go wrong when you com-

bine vampire hunters and creatures of the

night with whips and axes. Castlevania had

all of that good stuff, plus great play control

and graphics, way back in '87.

F-Zero combined a sense of breathless

speed with precision control and futuris-

tic tracks that were just very cool. Racing

games have always been big, but F-Zero

was the biggest. Many of us feel that it's

still the best racing game in existence.

Barney fans wake up and smell the dino

doo doo! This is what dinosaurs were like.

They were big, strong, fast, fierce and

some of them were bionically enhanced

by the Campaigner for evil purposes.

Do we need math lessons or what? Three doesn't

come before one. In the case of DKC3, however, we

rewrote the book on numerical progressions, deem-

ing that three (DKC 3) did in fact, proceed one (DKCJ.

Why? Game play is more important than graphics.



Okay, we admit that we are sick and need

help desperately.We love Super Bomberman

2 for the inexcusable reason that we get to

blow up our friends in an almost infinite

number of ways. Help us, please.

best video sports game. Thanks to Konami,

it has it at least for the moment. ISS 64 is

a technical triumph, but also a must have

for gamers who just want to have fun.

This phenom from the arcades made an

impact on the home court, as well. The

Tournament Edition that followed simply

refined the winning formula, so our votes

went to the original. It was a slam dunk.

So, it's not really a game. But with Mario

Paint you could prepare for a future in com-

puter graphics, and create animation and

musical scores. It's practically a ticket to

wealth, influence and happiness.

try to reproduce the

NFL experience, rather it concentrated on

providing fun, one and two-player action.

The result was more of an arcade type of

game that was heavy on the action.

Back in the good old days, this game was

titled Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!! The

arcade-style boxing game from Nintendo

was a fantasy affair with cartoonish boxers

with super moves. Who can forget King

Hippo, Piston Honda, Bald Bull and

Sandman, even if they want to?

SUPER MARIO KART

Even to this day, some purists prefer the

driving control andAI of the original Kart.

Super Mario Kart was notable for its 3-D

perspective graphics in an age of 2-D

games, as well as the exceptional play

control. But its greatest accomplishment

was to introduce a sense of playfulness to

the racing genre. It was also the first rac-

ing game to make use of banana peels as

tactical weapons.

Nintendo—Super NES—December 1995

Dixie's debut proved to be a real step up in

the series, plus she is just a whole lot cool-

er than Diddy, Donkey, Kiddie and the

other Kongs. Hair rules!



According to the Mother of all Metroids,

this Game Boy masterpiece has all the

excitement of real Metroid, but it's smaller

and better for you. Yep, it's chock full of

Metroid A, B, and C vitamins.

realm of adventure, and weapons like the

Screw Attack and Ice Beam are still the

coolest in the universe.

Side-scrolling battles and overhead explo-

ration might not have been to everyone's

tastes, but the Adventures of Link proved to

be entertaining and challenging nonetheless.

its awesome coverage in Nintendo Power

and the huge Final Fantasy contest that last-

ed throughout the summer of 1 990. Okay,

maybe the game was pretty good, too.

Pilotwings 64 turned out to be more of an

experience than a game, but it still scored

high on our chart.

Finally. You may be wondering how a land-

mark game like DKC could slip to the 39th

spot. After all, didn't Rare stun the world

with its new ACM techniques, achieving a

level of detail never even dreamed of for

16-bit games? Absolutely true, and DKC
deserves a lot of credit for its pioneering

effort. But we felt that the two subsequent

DKC games improved on both the graphics

and game play so much that they had to

come first. That shouldn't take anything

away from the original game. In a sense, all

Donkey Kong Country games are an exten-

sion of this first foray into hi-res graphics.

putting all your

and blocks and

and bringing them to



STAR WARS:
SHADOWS OF
THE EMPIRE

Walkers and

Wampas. Alone, they were enough, but

Shadows of
-

the Empire also excelled at

conveying a sense of being immersed in

the Star Wars universe. The Super NES

series of Star Wars games all led up to this

N64 version, combining different types of

action gaming on different levels, and

although they too are deseiving of credit,

we chose to acknowledge all the

Lucasarts Star Wars titles with this entry.

Four special features and a cover article

Power might lead some people to think that

we were a bit Mana-crazed. We admit it.

We love adventure games and there are

precious few of them. Mana featured item

i
iii,i| .tti : ings, real-time fights, explo-

88BSSfa£iB ration and puzzle-solving.

Every tournament fighting game that fol-

lowed owes something to SF II, from Mortal

Kombat to Killer Instinct, not to mention

Brutal Paws Of Fury.

With items and magic in your bag of tricks,

Lolo sometimes seemed more like an adven-

ture than a puzzle game. As some of you

may have guessed, there's a little bit of Lolo

in today's Kirby-also from Hal Labortories.

The big innovation in Dr. Mario was not

giving Mario a stethoscope. It was the

inclusion of a fast-paced, two-player

mode. Dr. Mario combined the concen-

tration and challenge of Tetris with the

excitement and unpredictable nature of

head-to-head competition.

Contra 3 included great two-player simul-

taneous action with some of the best graph-

ics seen up to that point. The use of Mode

7 rotation was particularly cool, not to

mention the awesome bosses.

For the first time, players could choose to

play using the Princess and Toad. Luigi

gained his own identity, as well. Any game

with vegetables that you throw is going to

get our vote.

The dark, future world of Shadowrun pits

corporate behemoths against puny individ-

uals. A resurgence of magic is the great

equalizer. Data East captured all of this

mood in an overhead adventure that was as

deep as any RPG.



This was one of the first games that

changed the conditions on you in the mid-

dle of a stage. Lights flickered out, and high

winds blew your character around. The

stage-end cinema scenes were also a nov-

elty at the time.

Nintendo—N64—August 1997

Tetrisphere ranks right up there with the

best puzzles in almost every category, plus

it has cool music and nice graphics, two

areas that seem to be missing from most

puzzle games.

This is a choice that non-golfers may ques-

tion, but it's the most popular game at 30,000

feet. We always enjoy a brisk 1 8 when we're

traveling on our Nintendo corporate Lear.

CONTRA

Konami-NES-February 1988

For straight, platform shooting action, noth-

ing beat the original Contra for the NES.

The .upgrades gave you awesome power,

but the enemies were always hiding at

awkward angles.

Nintendo learned its lesson the hard way

with the success of the Genesis Mortal

Kombat—gamers want copious amounts of

gore. In MK II, you got gore and more

—

new characters and moves in what turned

out to be the best of the 1 6-bit versions.

Killer Instinct Gold turned out to be the

prettiest tournament fighter ever and Rare

even managed to add a bit of 3-D to the 2-

D format. As for pure fighting satisfaction, it

still reigns on the N64.

The variety of moves and the cool weapons

in Bionic Commando were covered way

back in the second issue of Nintendo

Power. Ever since then, we’ve wanted a

new BC. We got some of what we wanted

when Capcom released a Game Boy ver-

sion of the man with the grappling arm, but

we want more. Call us spoiled.

*4 CASTLEVANIA
‘J IV

Vampire hunting in the big, beautiful 16-

bit world of the Super NES turned out to be

one of our favorite midnight activities. The

heck with slow-down, Castlevania IV kept

our pulses high. This was another one of

those entries that requires a nod to earlier

games in the series. The NES and Game
Boy Castlevania games all provided great,

haunting action, but we felt that

Castlevania IV was among the best.



Truly unique games are. almost as rare as

unicorns, but Enix created this exotic mix

of heroic action and economiossjmulation.

The graphics and sound were like a

Wagnerian opera, complete with a shield

maiden in a horned helm.

The modern setting and wonderful charac-

ters made the game accessible to a wider

audience than fantasy RPC's. Who can

resist a game in which you fire bottle rock-

ets at giant chomposaurs and take advice

from a little guy who's all nose?

Whether you were inside or outside your

tank, the action was fast and furious in

Blaster Master. There was even a good

Game Boy version, Blaster Master Boy. We
waited in vain for a sequel for years. Maybe

we'll see something for the N64.

The always superb graphics of the series

reached a new level in this first Super NES

Mega Man game. The game play remained

traditional, but with some cool additions,

such as the blue one's new pal, Zero.

Lucasarts reached new heights in creative

dementia with this brilliant adventure that

starred a purple tentacle, a twisted nurse,

and local teenage neighbors who try to stuff

a hamster in the mircrowave...or were we

the ones who tried to...?

Although it was never a platinum hit like

Zelda, Star Tropics had all the puzzles,

plot twists and battles that an adventurer

could ask for. In addition to that, it had

the best use of a yoyo in any video game.

You could wear a gas mask, play the Insect

Flute or run amok in Rabbit Boots. The plot

of Crystal is begins with a savage war

engulfing the earth. That war was said to

|ij|i|n~^ begin on October 1 st, 1 997.

|jjg|mjHd Our advice is to wear lead

underwear.

Cows. More cows. Even more cows. Pigs.

Cows. Crows. Puppy tossing. Still more

cows. And a heavily armed worm. Just

another realistic, slice of life game. Jim 2

got the nod over the original because of its

improved play control.

"Knocking down buildings is fun," says

Chris Stamper of Rare. We've also heard that

Chris thinks squirrels are a blast, which

makes us wonder. In Conker's Quest, will

you knock over trees?

Playmates-Super NES-November 1995



Square showed that it could make a classic

adventure game just as well as it made

RPGs. Final Fantasy Adventure played like

a Zelda-type adventure with real-time com-

bat and lots of tree chopping.

For the big head and pin head codes

alone, this game would deserve a spot on

the top 100 list It's also a great multi-play-

er event.

Armed with soda cans and weedeaters,

you had to rescue your neighbors from

snacking zombies in this wild game from

Lucasarts. The giant baby was the most

terrifying boss of all time. But just imagine

the parents!

1
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DRAGON

Billy and Jimmy Lee kicked every butt they

encountered in this classic butt-kicking

game in which two butt-kickers could kick

butts simultaneously. Once agajn, there

was a whole series of Double Dragon

games, and even one game that combined

Billy and Jimmy Lee with the Battletoads,

but the entire series followed closely in the

butt-kicking footsteps of the original.

The first major RPG for Game Boy 1990

stayed true to the Square Soft tradition that

mixed story, exploration and a curious mix

of magic and technology. If only we could

get our islands to float.

Collecting pirate treasure is always a wor-

thy goal. Wario wore many hats in his first

solo game. Frankly, it was great and we
think Wario got a bum deal as a kid.

Mario, we wani you to come over here

and shake hands.

Another Rare triumph, Killer Instinct com-

bined ACM prerendered graphics with the

most advanced fighting system of its day.

After Kl, virtually every tournament fighter

adopted some form of combo hit system.

Guided by the firm belief that racing games

aren't nearly violent enough, Rare designed

RC Pro-AM with plenty of power-up items

and missiles. Oil slicks should be mandato-

ry in all racing games.

Everything about this game was challeng-

ing, particularly trying to keep Arthur's suit

of armor on his puny body. Believe us,

naked knights don't stand a chance in this

ghoulish side-scroller.

Shadowgate is proof that graphics aren't

everything. This RPG thrived on riddles

and traps while shying away from virtually

any animation. Cranky Kong would have

loved this one.

The always superb graphics of the series

reached a new level in this first Super NES

Mega Man game, while the game play

remained traditional with some cool addi-

tions, such as his new pal, Zero.



Electronic Arts made a huge leap from the

old NBA Championship series of basketball

sims with this game. Subsequent NBA Live

titles have been roster updates with small

improvements.

Cowabunga used to mean something, at

least to the fanatic followers of the Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles. They were huge and

so was this game. It was true-to-the-arcade

game and looked as good as a hot slice

of pizza.

Chip and Dale battled the Fat Cat and ninja

squirrels in this side-scrolling action game.

Capcom lived up to its reputation for supe-

rior play control and graphics. The ninja

squirrels should have had their own game.

This tour de force from Capcom was well-

named, because it truly is magical. The rich

graphics and inspired play made it one of

the finest platform games for the Super NES.

This unheralded little 3-D Game Boy game

virtually pioneered death-match play. Up
to 16 players, properly equipped, could

link up and play virtual tag.

into different types of dragon

is an ability that is just too cool to ignore.

Although the North American version of

Breath of Fire was released by RPG super

star, Square Soft, the game was actually

developed by Capcom in Japan. Capcom

released the excellent Breath of Fire II itself

in Noith America.

everyone

was decided that the

fourth DW game was so big and tough that

it might come beat us up if we didn't vote

for it. It was the last of the DW games to

appear in North America, as well, and we
still look back fondly to that lost era of

grand RPGs.

This classic, overhead perspective action-

adventure never received the coverage it

deserved in Power. What were we think-

ing? It's a true classic with lots of variety,

items and exploration. We won't make the

same mistake when its N64 counterpart.

Hybrid Heaven, appears in .—
|

mid 1998.



Gaia featured excellent graphics, hand-to-

hand combat and the single most horrific

and selfless act in video gaming history

when Hamlet the pet pig roasts himself for

the benefit of a bunch of starving villagers.

Pass the ketchup.

One wonders what sort of rating this game

would have received in today's system.

Blackthorne was a favorite at Nintendo for

its great animation and incredibly realistic

death moans.

Ten years ago, this title seemed pretty revolu-

tionary. The secret passages that led from one

part of the Fratelli hideout to another created

ze, and the use of a wide variety

>ms made this game very

I special indeed.

One of the first games to use full managing

functions like trading, Baseball Stars also

had a women's team option—the only one

of its kind ever. What about the Griffey

games? In-fighting over which was our

favorite prevented them from scoring

enough points to make the top 1 00.

One of the wildest action games of the

NES era, Battletoads featured three toads

with 'tude. The graphics created by Rare

were exceptional by any standard and

the game was so challenging and fun we

devoted an unprecedented 35 pages to it.

Subsequent Battletoads games, such as

Battletoads in Battlemaniacs, were also

beautifully done, but they didn't have the

impact of the original.

The graphics were great and the play was

varied and intense, but Demon's Crest

never sold well. One week it actually man-

aged to generate negative sales. How is

that even possible? More people returned

the game than bought it. They must have

been even more brain damaged than our

electorate that voted for this game.

Lufia was great. We also wanted to men-

tion Lufia II, which is a worthy successor

but didn't bribe us enough to get into the

top 1 00. Both Lufias blend RPG and adven-

ture elements. Very tasty.

So, how is your alignment these days? Ogre

Battle aligned RPG and strategy game play

in a triumphant and liberating epic.



Gargoyle's Quest combined RPG and

adventure elements, a large region to

explore in the Ghoul Realm, and hours of

fun. It also sold a lot better than its big

brother, Demon Crest. Firebrand the gar-

goyle is one of the all-time great heroes.

In this unusual but involving puzzle game,

players aimed a marble shooter to make

combinations that would clear the screen.

The trend we expected to see in puzzle

shooters never materialized. Somehow it

got sublimated into salad shooters. Weird.

The only thing better than True Golf

Classics, Pebble Beach Golf Links would

be a chance to actually play the course

with Tiger as our caddy. The only reason

that Golf for Game Boy scored higher is

that you can't take Pebble Beach with you.

The genre of scrolling fighter games

reached its peak with the Final Fight series.

Translated from the popular arcade games,

cleaning up Metro City was a kick (and a

punch) due to Capcom's excellent play

control.

Kickle's puzzle adventure reminded us of

the Adventures of Lolo. Players had to

freeze enemies and build bridges to pass

through dozens of puzzling rooms.

Unlike many video tennis games. Super

Tennis wasn't just a glorified version of

Pong. Great control and a realistic per-

spective made this game a winner in

straight sets.

One of the first RPGs to boast customized

characters and multiple member parties.

Avatar sent players on a virtuous quest. The

story remains one of the best among epic

games although the graphics would make a

lung-fish look attractive. The Super NES

Ultima games never really measured up.

genetic piracy have been successful, but

Alien3 somehow got inside us. We got to go

on the ultimate bug hunt and we didn't

even have to shave our heads to do it.

r SO il in
That's it for the best 100 games of all

time.We are the first to admit that lots of

ieserving games didn't make the cut.

Many undeserving games failed to make

the Worst list, as well. If we made you

think about your favorite games, and

why you like them, then we've suc-

ceeded. If you want to step outside and

discuss our choices further, then we suc-

ceeded beyond our wildest expecta-

tions. Let us know what you think.

Maybe when we put together our 200th

anniversary issue, we'll invite you to the

debate of the millenia.

VOLUME 100



POWER PLAYERS
477,540 John Courson, Santa Fe, TX

120,000 Brian Schatzel, Medford, NY

$75,931,240

ARKANOID (NES) 820,420 Jack Wang, Findlay, OH
284,200 Brian Tromley, Hamplon, VA

10,529,900 Tony Chaves, San Leandro, CA

ATHENA (NES) 999,950 Michael Penkwitz, West Bend, Wl

999,750 D. Nash & N. Morales, San Pedro, CA

BASSIN'SBIACK BASS W/HANK PARKER (Super NES) 22.06 lbs. John Parley Jr., Windsor Locks, CT

BATTLE TANK (Super NES) 250,880 John Brady, Fort Worth, TX

2,755,250 Barry Rugg, Clavet, SK

BUST-A-MOVE (Super NES) 147,420 Wing Yau, Long Island City, NY

CASTLEVANIA ADVENTURE (Came Boy) 3,000,100 Jimmy Ryan, Washington, D.C.

DEFENDER (Game Boy) 999,950 James Loevven, Isabella, OK
895,200 James Schneider, Jackson, Ml

116,600 Eric Z. Moyer, Reading, PA

DISNEY'S DUCK TALES (NES) $28,134,000 Luis Vazquez, Miami, FL

150,700 Tyronne Vias, New York, NY

DONKEY KONG 3 (NES) 186,800 Jeurik Samborski, Quincy, MA
1:08 (Time for 101%) Moses Garcia, Hialeah, FL

Jason Provost, Union City, NJ

DKC 2: DIDDY'S KONG QUEST (Super NES) 1:42 Sean Lui, Arcadia, CA

DKC 3: DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE (Siper NES) 2:07 (103%) Ray Cullen, Dyer, IN

DKC 3: DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE (Super NES) 2:27 (105%) Donna Gretty, Tacoma, WA
0:54 (100%) Patrick Kinsey, Las Vegas, NV

1:22 (Level 1) Nate Grant, Seymour, MO
1,000,420 Chris Olejak, Spring, TX

999 Charles Verruggio, Wilkes-Barre, PA

6,617,100 Randall Hand, Meridian, MS

DUCKTALES (Game Boy) $11,500,000 Collected Andrew Marshall, Columbia, MO

0:49.79 (Track 1) R. McGough & S. Beniller, Mt. Vernon,OH
0:51.64 (Track 2) Michael Simmons, Providence, UT

0:52.81 (Track 3) Tommy Messina, Milltown, NJ

0:59.87 (Track 4) David Siverman, Tenafly, NJ

053.39 (Track 5) Brian Smith, Holbrook, NY

0:37.91 (Course 1) Glen Parker, New Port Richey, FL

1,526,650 Michelle Emory, Denver, CO
6,545 (FevvesI Steps to Mog) John Daily, Elizabeth, WV
121 (Genji Gloves Collected Titan O'Connell, Marshfield, VT

FINAL FANTASY MYSTIC QUEST (Super NES) 2:54 Brian Bauer, Ashwaubenon, Wl

FIST OF THE NORTH STAR (NES) 1,585,400

18,059,010 Matt Hardwick, Bothell, WA
4,014,400

-24 Scott Looker, Denmark, Wl

GOLF (NES) -29

IRON TANK (NES) 955,500 John Phung, Novato, CA

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MLB (Super NES) 193 Home Runs Bernard Fagan, Middletown, Rl

3,609,500 Joseph Moses, Luana, IA

KILLER INSTINCT (Super NES) 1,062,800 Nathan Lukianenko, Kitchener, ON

KIRBY'S AVALANCHE (Super NES) 3,026,922

KIRBY'S PINBALL LAND (Game Boy) 7,466,600 Carl Patrizio, Aston, FL

LODE RUNNER (NES) 112,600 Juan Linarte, Brownsville, TX“ jsa|. LOW G-MAN (NES) 564,900

'96 (Super NES) 61 yards Philip Sites, Billings, MT
MAIIDINNII -r> (Super NFS) 59 Yards David Hoffman, Gibsonia, PA

983,000 Wayne Montle, Guysville, OH

1^^. MARIO BROS. INFS) 9,999,950 Chris Shepard, Champaign, IL

Nintendo Power’s

100 All Time
The best scores from Abadox to Zoop! Listed below are the highest scores and

best times ever to grace the 100 volumes of Nintendo Power!



GAME HIGH SCORE POWER PLAYERS
MARIO'S PICROSS (Came Boy) 1:01 (Time Trial Mode) Mike Bogenschutz, Baileys Harbor, Wl

METROID II: THE RETURN OF SAMUS (Game Boy) 1:11 Aaron Halvorson, Gresham, OR
MIGHTY BOMB |ACK (NES) 1,454,880 Carl J. Slumps, Salem, VA

$99,999 Sean Hammond, Haverhill, NH
$99,999 Glen Goodman, Scottsdale, AZ

9,749,250 J. Ignatuk & L. Simon, Williamsport, PA

NBA JAM (Super NES) 117 (Three-Point Shots) Matt Petlinski, Randolph, N|

NES OPEN TOURNAMENT GOLF (NES) -20 (U.S. Course) Jeremy Gynke, Lincoln Park, Ml

NHL 95 (Super NES) 352 (Goals) Richard English, Lakewood, CA
NHL STANLEY CUP (Super NES) 71 -01 (Victory Margin) Rob Shepherd, Paisley, ON

PAPERBOY (Game Boy) 190,700 Lyle Sinker, Atlanta, GA
PAPERBOY (NES) 140,500 |im Fee, Armada, Ml

PILOTWINGS (Super NES) 459 poinls (Besl Score on Level 4) Brian Benintendi, Yakima, WA
PILOTWINGS 64 (N64) 1:34.51 (Bust 20 Balloons and Land) Chris Andrese, Sussex, N|

PIPE DREAM (NES) 8,572,850 Carolyn Bishop, Oregon City, OR
PRINCE OF PERSIA (Super NES) 120 minutes Glenn Leary, Bloomington, IL

RAD RACER (NES) 63,794 Frank Stoodlcy, Wilkes-Barre, PA

RAMPACE (NES) 50,864,612 Sam Kent, Birminghame, AL

R.C. PRO-AM (NES) 999,928 Jerry Flach, Lutz, FL

REVENGE OF THE GATOR (Game Boy) 5,880,730 Mark Newfield, Detroit, Ml

ROAD RUNNER'S DEATH VALLEY RALLY (Super NES) 914,220 Ryan Wickstrand, Meriden, CT

SEICROSS (NES) 9,999,950 James Leveillee, West Warwick, Rl

SEVENTH SAGA (Super NES) 31:02 Mark Charlton, Grimsby, ON
SIM CITY (Super NES) Oct. 1900 (Megalopolis) Dale Small, Alba, MO
SNAKE RATTLE N ROLL (NES) 763,550 Michael Panka, Canby, MN
SOLOMON'S KEY (NES) 16,632,980 Carole Bradley, Visalia, CA
STUNT RACE FX (Super NES) 6.85 seconds (Radio Control Track 1) Joshua Stamulis, Palm Coast, FL

SUPER BLACK BASS (Super NES) 27 lbs., 1 oz (Biggest Fish) Amaziah Hexamer, Hillside, ON
SUPER C (NES) 1,543,000 Anthony Montoya, Corona, CA

SUPER MARIO 64 (N64) 0:12.50 (Fastest Time on the Princess's Secret Slide) Kyle Bradlield, Bakersfield, CA

SUPER MARIO KART (Super NES) 1:00.88 (Mario Curcuit 1) Ricky Innocent, New Castle, PA

1:18.80 (Donut Plains 1) Shawn McNamara, Westfield, NJ

1:07.77 (Ghost Valley 1) Eddie Mora, Hutto, TX

1:36.69 (Bowser Castle 1) Peter Kamberis, Buffalo Grove, IL

1:11.26 (Mario Circuit 2 ) Brad Klaus, SI. Clair Shores, Ml

1 :07.26 (Choco Island 1

)

loyce Schwarz, Madison, Wl

0:41.69 (Koopa Beach 1) Matt Warner, Montezuma Creek, UT
1:07.19 (Choco Island 2) Israel Knight, Dove Creek, CO
1 :27.99 (Bowser Castle 3) Ray Mangan, Magalia, CA
1:33.04 (Rainbow Road) Peter Kamberis, Buffalo, IL

SUPER MARIO RPG (Super NES) 1:57.18 (Moleville Mountain Mine Cart Ride) Jonathan Wirth, Iron Mountain, Ml

SUPER METROID (Super NES) 51 minutes Brad Jackson, Prairie Village, KS

SUPER PITFALL (NES) 9,990,000 Eleanor Schubert, Oak Grove, MO
SUPER PUNCH-OUT!! (Super NES) 8.15 seconds (Dragon Chan) Bob Schulze, Redlands, CA

TECMO SUPER BOWL (NES) 99-00 (Victory Margin) Bronson McKinley, Aurora, MO
Phil Bonilla, Sapulpa, OK

743,641 (Game A) Michael Schulte, Fremont, CA

TETRIS & DR. MARIO (Super NES) 352,309 (Mixed Match) Frederic Busque, Pintendre, PQ

TOTAL RECALL (NES) 112,430 Lance Barton, North Huntington, PA

UNIRACERS (Super NES) 516 on Downer (Stunt) Mike Hagen, Thief River Falls, MN

WAVE RACE (Game Boy) 0:30.38 (First Course) Mark Presby, Warren, Ml
Robert Bixby, Sr. Bernard, ME

WAVE RACE 64 (N64) 2:02.169 (Six Laps around Sunny Beach) Jordan DiCarlo, Lake Peekskill, NY

WAVE RACE 64 (N64) 1:14.189 (Three Laps around Southern Island) Tommy Yoder, Ridgeley, WV
WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3-D HOCKEY (N64) 115 (Most Goals in a 20 Minute Period) Corey Dowrey, Fairfield, OH

XEVIOUS (NES) 2,207,930 Jeff Peck, Arlington, TX

XEXYZ (NES) 4,331,750 Paul Lucero, Denver, CO

YOSHI (Game Boy) 8,025 Craig Patik, Toledo, OH

ZOMBIES ATE MY NEIGHBORS (Super NES) 9,059,830 Chris Tang, Sunnyvale, CA

ZOOP (Super NES) 862,400 Greg Shawn, Hebron, IN VOLUME 100^



In our never ending quest to bring gnu the

best and mast useful Nintendo game cov-

erage on Earth, Nintendo Power proudlg

unveils the new Now Playing. This month,

we’re introducing the new features and

giving some examples of how Now Playing

will cover games. What’s new? Dur Power
IVIeter rating system was a bit hard to

understand in the old format, so we’ve

updated it, simplified it, and made it more

THE RATINGS GAME

CEB
ll=M

The new Power Meters have been designed to give

you a fast, clear measure of a game's quality in sig-

nificant categories. The five new categories include

Graphics, Play Control, Game Design, Satisfaction,

and Sound. Instead of using the old five point sys-

tem, we've turned to a ten point system, which

allows for finer judgment calls and quicker evalua-

tions. We've also weighted the system so that some

categories are worth a bit more than others. In the

new scheme of things, Graphics and Play Control

are each worth 20%, Game Design and Satisfaction are each

worth 25%, and Sound is worth 10%. Each evaluator scores
|

a number between one and ten for each cate-

gory. When all the evaluations are in, they

are averaged. In this way, we end up with

a final score for each category. Finally,

we weight the categories by their per-

centages to get the overall rating.

The same process is used to derive
j

overall ratings for each evaluator.

NINTENDO POWER



Here you'll find fast facts and useful bits of informa-

tion, everything from a picture of the game box to the

number of levels in the game. You'll also find expect-

ed release dates, ESRB rating information, number of

players supported in the different gaming modes, and

|

SCREEN 5HOT5
J At least two screen shots of every game will be

I shown as an example of the quality of graphics and

I game play elements or game modes.

compatibility with accessories such as the Rumble

GRflPHICS=8.9 PLAY C0nTRDL=8>I CURIE DESICn=8.8 SflTISFflCTIDn=0.5 SOlinD=9.0

The most exciting mission adventure of all time comes to life only on the N64.EMEvery e ail is sharp and realistic, an amaz-

ing feat, exceeding even the high standards set by Turok.

Remarkably, Rare used very little fog and yet you almost

never see polygons popping up in the distance. Even

more impressive is the level of detail and high frame rate

in the multiplayer game, even on a 1
3" TV.

jJCil’aialBWIsli^ There are some cool features such

as zooming, kneeling, ducking into and out of cover,

and climbing ladders.

MililMMSHU IdenEye advances the Doom
genre by adding a variety of strategic mission require-

ments. The multiplayer option is incredibly fun and

should be considered just as important as the mission

mode. The Rumble Pak adds to the excitement, plus

it's useful to feel when you've taken a hit. The cheat

II menu is very cool.

Incredible

music and effects.

MHUrMII.I.II
Many of the evaluators

feel that GoldenEye is

one of the best execut-

ed games of all time. If

there's a downside to

GoldenEye, and we
had to struggle to come up with one, it's that squeamish

players may find death animations are so realistic that

they close their eyes and wind up getting shot.

Hilllllll^llfcfl DAN: The realistic level design

makes it feel as if you are Bond.

SCOTT P: I think the multiplayer mode gives

it incredible replay value.

I

CATEGORY SCORES
These are the total scores for each category. Ten is the

highest ranking while one is the lowest. Five is an aver-

age game score. When considering scores, the evalua-

tors will make comparison judgements with other

games of the same genre, system and time frame. In

other words, Super NES RPGs won't be judged compar-

atively against N64 action games.

CRITIQUES
|

The central part of each game review covers

and lows by category. You'll see why a game scored

did and learn how it compares to similar games, and

pro evaluators will tell you exactly what they

the games. Some categories may not require coverage

this manner, depending on the game and the evaluatio

|

DVERALL & INDIVIDUAL 5CDRE5

J The Power Meter in the corner shows the overall.

weighted score derived from the individual scores listed

in the side bar.



Another stellar performance on the N64 from the master of Nintendo.

rt:r;t-.ltltBlsi The animation of boss characters and the fl|Sht Paths of the

smooth motion along the flight path are both impressive.

The use of 3-D characters to create cinema scenes will

become standard in future games that emphasize stories.

intuitive and respon-The controls ;

sive. With the extra feedback from the Rumble Pak, Star

Fox 64 has the immersive, in-the-cockpit feel that you

want in a flier, compa-

rable to the flight

stages in Shadows of

the Empire.

The All Range Mode

adds a sense of free-

dom that is missing

from the corridor

original Star Fox. Unfortunately, when you have to quit ir

mid-battle, the lack of a game save feature is irritating.

fcttHWfrWililll Some players blow through the easiest I

paths quickly and think they've seen it all. But there are
|

hidden depths, particularly for players who take on the
|

challenge of collecting all the medals.

fcfiHlaltj The use of real-time voice messages was s

great innovation although several of the character v

es didn't live up to expectations.

HiliilllNllH DAN: The multiplayer mode is a

real plus even if the story is pretty much the

same as the original. SCOTT P : After Star Fox
t

64 and GoldenEye, games without multiplayer

options may seem like they're missing some- ,

thing—that's a major change.

GRflPHICS=8.7 PLAY C0nTRDL=8.8 GAfTfE DESIGn=8.3 SflTISFflCTI0n=8.2

^23

A great new Tetris puzzle challenge comes to the Nintendo 64.

other puzzle (Mine ...T
\ j

conies close •' ^F'l

to the rich graph-
,
^"<3

ics of Tetrisphere. 16
‘

Graphics often ' VnI

aren't impressive
||

in puzzle games, 1 JU^^-^****^ a
,

ft]

but in Tetrisphere

you need to be able to distinguish blocks in 3-D space

and at different distances, so the clarity of the graph-

ics is very important and the use of shading and spe-

cial effects gives players vital clues during the game.

•jr;vaininmi<i It takes a little while to get used to

the moves, especially the sliding technique.

You have to learn to love this game

because

intuitive at all. The Hide & Seek mode has variety, and

the puzzles, multiplayer mode and Rescue mode are

all captivating.

Puzzle fans who want a challenge

will love the variety and intensity of this game, but

anyone looking for a quick Tetris experience may be
f

put off by the game's complexity.

M«HIIHrt H20 really did a great job with the music,
|

which has been described as a sort of techno funk style.

BgjBlmiii|3||lHig ERICH: The magic items .

great rewards for combos and the tiered

combo system is very addictive for hard
i

core gamers. SONJA: It's totally addicting

and has great replay value, but to master i

the game, you have to think spatially.

CRflPHICS=7.9 PLAY CanTR0L=7.5 GfimE DESIGn=7.3 SflTISFflCTI0n=8.1 sour)D=8.l
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TETRIS PLUS
•Nintendo/2 megabits

•Battery backed-up memory
•1 to 2 players simultaneous

•Game link

•Super Game Boy enhanced

|
-Puzzle mode

The most comprehensive Tetris clone ever for Game Boy.

The game window in Tetris Plus provides s

lear playing field, which is the most important consid-

eration, but the symbols that indicate game status i

two-player mode are ambiguous and hard to see.

No problems here. Tetris Plus uses

standard Tetris rotation controls.

HHlFMiUMHIII The custom puzzle editor and ten

puzzle save slots are an interesting addition aimed at

hard core Tetris fans. The inclusion of the Professor,

who stands atop the tetrad blocks and who will be

squashed if you let the blocks stack up too high, does-

n't add much strategically to the game, but his presence

does give you a sense of urgency.

|Jf;>lllJliri;lB><[iililffl If you don't have Tetris for Game Boy,

then this is the game that has it all, and then some due to

the new puzzle mode.

Another

weakness of the

game, the music isn't

nearly as good as the

music in the original

Tetris. You'll probably

end up turning it all

the way down.

EgDEnna
DAN: With the inclu-

sion of the original Tetris, this game is a very

good value. ERICH: The puzzle mode adds

new twist to a classic game. SCOTT P: The

two-player game is fun, but you don't

often find another player with a Game
Link and the same game.

GRflPHICS=6.M PLAY C0nTRaL=7.5 GfllTlE DESIGn=7.1 SflTISFflCTI0n=6.7 S0UriD=5.2

EEURLURTORS
Our evaluators have spent years

playing and evaluating games for

Nintendo and Nintendo Power. They

all have their favorite categories, but

they play and evaluate every game

we receive. Follow your favorite pro

in each issue's Now Playing.

I ARMOND-Fighting. RPCs, Adventures
j

(
DAN-Action. Adventures. Sports

j

ERICH-Sports. RPCs, Adventures
)

(^HEIVRY -Fighting, Action. Sports
j

(jLESLIE-RPGs. Simulations, Adventures
j

PAUL-FIghting. Sports, Simulation

f SCOTT P.-Sports. Si

i SOIXIJA-Puzzles, RPCs, Fighting

( TERRY RPCs. Simulations, Puzzles

IRflTiriGSEach Power Meter category is weighted to reflect it's

overall importance. We feel that Satisfaction and Game

Design are the most important areas, closely followed
|

by Play Control and Graphics. Sound tends to be less i

important for most games. SA„E DE„EN: E5%1 I

(
GRAPHICS: 30%

[
PLAY CONTROL: 30% L

VOLUME 100



WATCH

From the very first issue of

Nintendo Power, Pak Watch

has brought you news from i

developers working on the I

latest games. We've gone I

from two pages mil I
1

, j
rnf

and hardly any

photos to six

pages and early H8|i§flpM
hands-on play

tests of games. jpjjpll|ll3
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you're doing. The ten lap race feels

much longer than most video races

and the amount of strategy required

to place high in the finishing order

makes FI a special game with high

replay value. Developed in |apan by

Human and published by Ubi Soft,

which is based in France, FI Pole

Position 64 should reach North

America this October.

U
bi Soft qualifies for the

N64 tournament of

champions with its
|

upcoming FI simulator,

FI Pole Position 64. The quali-

fying run took us around the world,

to 16 famous FI race sites ranging

from road courses to specially

designed race tracks. Competing for

the checkered flags are the top

Formula 1 drivers in the world...and

you. A ten lap race might go some-

thing like this. You peel out in the

sunshine with unlimited visibility

and ideal track conditions. After five

laps the clouds move in and the rain

pours down. Your pit crew radios

you a message to come in, so at the

next opportunity, you pull in to the

pits to switch to rain tires and gas **^^**™TT
j

up. Back on the track, you have to make up lost

ground while watching out for cars that litter the side

of the track. Apparently they didn't prepare for the

rain and spun out. Now and then, you quickly glance

at your rearview to see if anyone is in your slipstream.

When a red light appears on (he dash, it's time to shift

up and push your speed even higher. One by one, you

move past last year's champion, the winner at Monte

Carlo, and the Australian Grand Prix champ. This

could l»e your year for glory.

The experience of FI turned out to be an impres-

sive simulation of racing. The car feels realistic and

the courses are demanding. You can't just step on the

gas and blow past the competition.

You have to know how to take cor-

ners, how to brake and use the prop-

er equipment. The use of advanced

techniques like slipstreaming also

may make or break your day. ...

Although the graphics suffer from PHBSBiavn
popping polygons, you'll never

notice it when you're behind the susr?

wheel because you have to concen- ||f|p
Irate so hard on the road and what



surfaces like troughs for steep banking

maneuvers. Some of the tracks make

vertical loops while others corkscrew.

It's too early still to tell how many cars

and tracks will be in the final version,

but already the variety we've seen p

There's no word out of EAD yet

compatibility or a

four-player mode,

but it's almost incon-

ceivable that F-Zero

64 won't include

both features. We're

hoping for an early

1 998 release on

this game.

ii v 1 !
-

ji
most of the mechs. In addition to choosingm

1

j
different mechs, players can customize their

metal alter ego by giving it different weapons

and shields. Tactics are usually a matter of

how close you should be when you attack

and W you should stand and fight or flit

around, looking for an ambush. Hudson has

& 1 not made plans to publish the game in North

^ SflkJ America. Instead, they hope to sell Legion X

- ^ to another company for distribution. Dual

Heroes, a more traditional fighting game, finds itself in the same

predicament of being ready to rock and roll but having no pub-

lisher to start the party.

_ udson Soft surprised a lot

'

n out of its hat at E3. Now, they’re

surprising us even more with the

game before the end of summer.

Legion X features mech-like characters battling

each other in mazes. At this stage of develop-

ment there are nine battle arenas, each inhab-

ited by a boss mech. The two-player mode lets

you choose from any of the mechs and most of

the mazes. Your Pak Patrol found that the two-f

where the action was. Al, at this stage of deve

stunning for the story mode and it was a simple

NINTENDO POWER



I
n spite of living in a world

shrouded in pestilence and

war, the characters in Mace

are pretty well duded up.

They look nice when they move

and they look nice when they're engulfed

in flame. Excellent 3-D character graphics

and animation mark this tournament fight-

We're taking our best stab at seeing into the future this month

by predicting the first 100 games to be released on the N64.

Obviously, the games that have already been released are on

the list, indicated by bullets, (udging by the state of completion

and the track record of the developer, we think our list will be

pretty close. You'll even notice a few games without official

titles. We know they're on the way, but no official announce-

ment has been made.

er as something different.

Midway's adaptation of the

arcade brawler certainly makes

better use of the N64 than Mortal

Kombat Trilogy or War Gods due
.

to ilsextensive use of

po

lygonal
3jjg

18 fighters representing medi^aF
ADDAMS FAMILY PINBALL

AEROFIGHTERS ASSAULT

BANJOKAZOOIE

BIO FREAKS

•BLAST CORPS

BODY HARVEST

BUGGIE BOOGIE

CLAYFIGHTERG3y3

COMMAND & CONQUER

CONDEMNED

CONKER’S QUEST

•CRUIS N USA

•DARK RIFT

•DOOM 64

DRACULA 3D

DRAGON STORM

DUAL HEROES

DUKE NUKEM 64

EARTHBOUND 64

EARTHWORM JIM 3

EXTREME SPORTS

EXTREME G

F I POLE POSITION

F-ZERO 64

•FIFA SOCCER 64

FIFA WORLD CUP

FORSAKEN

FREAK BOY

•GOLDENEYE 007

HEXEN

HYBRID HEAVEN

•INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64

JEOPARDY!

•KILLER INSTINCT GOLD

KIRBY’S AIR RIDE

KNIFE EDGE

KONAMI BASEBALL

LAMBORGHINI CHALLENGE 64

LEGEND OF THE MYSTICAL NINJA

LEGION X

LODE RUNNER

MACE: THE DARK AGES

MADDEN 64

•MARIO KART 64

world and and IS^battli

nas with perilous boui

that can bg/just as dang

as your opponent. If you)

spikes, then Mace: The;

Age will be right up yptin

when it's released nextir

S
urprises like this

make every
.

•

| month around 1 —
> IbJirH

,
fak Wat. h j (k-s V.

,

" '

pi-ratt rush 1.. I.ti.ir, „• J.
you the breaking news. (T* -

0^
— - f\‘:

Recording to our sources at

EA Sports, they were just as

Surprised as the rest of the
~ ~

world at the progress of^
Madden 04 at Tihuron

Entertainment. Madden 64 will feature 3-D graphics, plus Al and

game play based on years of success with the 16-bit Madden

series. The game will include 1 20 current and historic teams,

always a big part of a Madden game, and the 1997 NFLPA rosters

along with 30 stadiums modelled after actual facilities. The one

glaring omission is the NFL license for real teams and logos. The

development team has promised a helmet cam that puts you in a

first person perspective right down on the field. The word from

EA Sports is that the game will be ready this fall, although by

August it was only about 50% complete. If Madden 64 really

makes it to the stadium in the next couple of months, football fans

VOLUME 100 4



SUPER SPORTS
THQ hasn't forgotten about long-suffering Super NES play-

ers who haven't seen many new 16-bit games recently. This

fall and winter, THQ plans to release four sports games for

the Super NES and Game Boy, including NHL '98, Madden

NFL '98 and NBA Live '98 for the Super NES and FIFA Road

to the World Cup '98 for Game Boy. The three 16-bit games

will be the last of these , '*'1

popular EA Sports fran- / * I

chise products for the I

Super NES. Each includes

updated rosters, league

and players' association

licenses, and several new

features. NHL features

new Al that takes into

account hot or cold streaks

and even adds an intelli-

gent crowd. Madden

includes a new Rookie

level of difficulty for easy ___
play, plus updated art and

an option to replay the last

1(1 Super Bowls. A new practice mode in NBA live gives

players a chance to learn and master the moves. You'll also

find a new view option that allows continuous offensive

play at one end of the court. On Game Boy, the FIFA license

is joined for the first time by the World Cup license.

Collectors and fans alike should check them out, beginning

this October when the first titles should be released.

NEWS BRIEFS
Here's a quick rundown of the latest news in the gaming

world. Namco, the maker of countless arcade hits and

Playstation titles, is off the fence at last and is working on at

least two N64 games. Family Stadium 64 will bring the pop-

ular Japanese baseball game to the Nintendo 64. The big

news for RPG fans is that several of the developers of Tales

of Phantasia are working on an N64 game that is a sequel of

the epic.

Closer to home, THQ announced that it has signed an

agreement with Universal Studios Consumer Products

Group to develop, publish and distribute The Lost World:

Jurassic Park for Game Boy. THQ hopes to release the game

this October, but that probably isn't realistic. Expect it to

storm into stores near the end of the year or in the first

quarter of 1998.

Farming fans will be happy to hear that Natsume, having

managed to launch Harvest Moon successfully, will try to

extend that success with two more Harvest Moon games.

This winter we should start looking for a Game Boy version

of the unusual RPG/Sim. Then, sometime in 1999, an N64

Harvest Moon will be ready for planting. It may seem like a

long time to wait, but farming is all about patience.

A
T
E

Konami rushed us some exclusive shots of Hybrid

Heaven just in time to make the 100th issue of Nintendo

Power. These screen captures were taken from the same

video that ran at E3, surprising everyone both with the exis-

tence of the game and the quality of the graphics. Our

sources at Konami

report that Hybrid

Heaven is just a tempo-

rary name and that the

theme is based on the

Metal Gear franchise.

The demo animations

from one of the Osaka

development groups at

Konami shows a wide variety of moves and types of action,

from standard fighting to climbing and jumping moves that

look more like platform action. But it's all in 3-D and the

graphics on this computer- generated demo look amazing.

CLAY FIGHTER 63v3

The best laid plans often go astray, but the delay of the

release of Clay Fighter 63V3 from Interplay has not been

without benefit. The game is now much faster and prettier

than the alpha version we previewed in June. With enhanced

frame rates and lighting, the 3-D arenas have truly come to

life. At this point, it seems that the development team just

doesn't want to stop adding cool little extras, but by the time

you read this article. Clay Fighter 63Vj should be entering

production. Expect to see it at your N64 retailer this month.

NAGANO WINTER
OLYMPICS '98

It may seem early to be talking

about the Olympics after last year's

games in Atlanta, but the Winter

games in Nagano, Japan are just

around the corner. Kcinami's N64

Nagano Winter Olympics '98 is set

to capture the spirit and excitement

of many featured sports at the

games, including multi-player com-

petition in freestyle skiing, bobsled,

luge, downhill, speed skating, ski jumping and other winter

sports. Konami is making use of detailed, 3-D characters and

is modelling each

site after the actual

site in Nagano. The

game looks to be

moving ahead rapid-

ly and should be

ready by the opening

ceremonies this win-

ter in Japan.

NINTENDO POWER



DigiPen, the only school in North America to offer degrees in real-

time interactive simulation, or game design and programming, will

have a new campus beginning in January. DigiPen will take over much

of one of Nintendo's corporate buildings in Redmond, WA, convert-

innnoH5r.-.-Mp.,

J
inanDos ing it into a world-class computer sci-

jjjjfc v* f recreation facilities and a technical

I * iff » , I library. As many as 100 students will be

Ik .a. ~

g||f
enrolled in two degree programs—

a

lift / jjT v two-year associate of science degree and

™ a four-year bachelors of science degree,

both approved by the higher education coordinating board of

Washington State. In addition to classes covering every discipline of

programming and graphic arts, stu-

dents will take electives focusing on

mathematics and physics. If it all
~

sounds pretty intense, it is. Students jsg-s-

regulary spend more than 1 2 hours a

day in classes and labs. Each semes-

ter, small groups of students learn by

actually producing computer games

as class projects. At $300 per credit,

the tuition is comparable to traditional schools, and the pay off is that

you'll learn cutting edge techniques that could be your key to work-

ing in the gaming industry. Recent DigiPen graduates can be found in

companies such as Nintendo, Konami, Iguana Entertainment and

Electronic Arts. If you want to learn more about DigiPen's programs,

you can call 604-682-0300, or send e-mail to JCHU@DIGIPEN.com.

You might also want to stop by the DigiPen web site at

WWW.DIGIPEN.COM to check out art created by the students.

MARIO PAINT 64

MISCHIEF MAKERS

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE

MLB FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY JR.

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES

•MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY

MULTI RACING CHAMPIONSHIP

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS ‘98

•NBA HANGTIME

NBA HARDWOOD HEROES

NBA— IN THE ZONE '98

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB ‘98

NHL BREAKAWAY ‘98

•PIL0TWINGS64

PILOTWINGS 2

QUAKE 64

OUEST 64

QUEST FOR CAMELOT

REV LIMIT

ROBOTECH: CRYSTAL DREAM

•R0B0TR0N 64

•SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

SIMCITY 64

SIM CHOPPER

SPACE STATION SILICON UALLEY

SPACE CIRCUS

ST. ANDREWS OLD COURSE

•STAR FOX 64

SUPER MARIO RPG 2

•SUPER MARIO 64

SUPER MARIO 64 2

SUPER BOMBERMAN 64

SUPERMAN

•TETRISPHERE

TONIC TROUBLE

TOP GEAR RALLY

•TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

TUROK 2

TWISTED ED6E SNOWBOARDING

ULTRA SOCCER

ULTRA DESCENT

UNREAL

VIDEO SYSTEMS RACING

VIRTUAL CHESS 64

•WAR GODS

•WAVE RACE 64

•WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3D HOCKEY

WAYNE GRETZKY 3-D HOCKEY II

WCW NITRO

WCWVS.NWO

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

WILD CHOPPERS

WWF 6= RAW IS WAR

YOSHI'S STORY

ZELDA 64

The Tomagotchi craze that hit

North America this year washed

over Japan first. So it should come

as no surprise that Tomagotchi's

have evolved in Japan. Now there is

a Game Boy version, which report-

edly sold over 300,000 copies in

the first few weeks. On Game Boy,

you can name your Tomagotchi and

care for three of the little aliens at

one time. There are more activities

to keep them happy, such as

Tomagotchi races and beauty con-

tests. There's no word yet on when

this latest mania will strike us, but

Bandai's top brass were spotted at

Nintendo of America recently,

suggesting that it may not be a

long wait.
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This season, Griffey will swing his video

game bat exclusively for Nintendo. It

may be fall, but we’re starting spring

training in October to boost your

ball playing into the same

league as Junior

himself.

3 fighting frenzy

; to the N64 with

ters and brutally

apons. But don't

if trying to enter

e without some r

Pole
Position

Racing through 1 6 international tracks is a

grueling circuit, so we've concocted the

perfect Formula 1 road rules that will

keep you at the front of the pack.
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TheseNintendoPower issuesareavailable individually.Addthem to

your txtlleci ion! Features in each issueare listed below:

Volume 99 (Aug. '97): GotdenEve 007 Mission Briefings. Multi Racir
Championship. StarFox64 Gold'MedaIs, Tctrisiihei c.Kobotron 64.

Brunswick WIXX Ken Griffevjr. Presents: MLB (GB),Tetris PIils,

Mischief Makers Preview, BlastCorps Comics.

Volume 98 (Jul. “97): Star Fox 64,Dark Rift Review, International
Stiperstni Sorccr 64, Hcxcn Part 2, Blast Corps: Expert Levels, Disncvk
Hercules, Onlirre Update with Amyand Travis. 1997 E3 Preview. Pockt

Volume 97 (Jun. '97): Clay Fighter63 i/4. 1 lexer

TuroleDinosaur Hunter rarp Maps, Aladdin: Ra
2:The Fmal Levels,Space Station Silicon \hlley.A „
BlastCorpsComics,TokyoGameShow Report.

Volume 96 (May '97): Doom64StralegiesPan2.FIFASocccr64,Siar
Fox64 Preview, Lost Vikings 2,BlastCorps Strategics Part 2,Donkey
Kong Country.4,The 1996NintendoPowerAwards Winners. Interplay

FunFak Extravaganza, Wonder Project )?.

Volume 95 (Apr. '97): Blast Corps, Doom 64,TurakComplclc Maps.
Clav Fighter63 1/4 Preview;Whvnc Gretzky's 4-D Hockey, Sutler Metroid.
SuperNFSDoom. Kirby’s Star Stacker,Dark Rift Preview,How toBecome
aGameTester,GameandWhich Caller);GameBoy Pocket, Beat the Boss.

Volume 94 (Mar. *97):Turok: Dinosaur Htinier.Power Award
Nominations, Doom 64,SuperMario Kart 64. Kl Gold"Advanced
" imbos.The Legend of Zeldatl.ink's Awakening,TheHunchbackof

rv,,.,.. n«f»w^n™«-e,.^r[iiarioRPGT:IFASoccer64,GameNoireDame, Beat the BossesSuper Mar
of die Future Contest, I larvest Moon.

linkai Report, 1 ,

Donkey KongCoimtry 3: Dixie Kong's DoubleTrouble—The I ost W'ot

Magic Bov,Casper, Shadotvsof the Empire comic, Beat die Boss,Game
RoySmaU Classics.

n. '97):StarWhrs:ShadowsoftheEmr
,Mario Kart 64,NBA Hangtimc,C
,h v i r, t.-. i i, ,..l

npire.Special:

.CruLs'nL'SA.;sa,
dost World,

—ic. '94): Killer Instinct Gold.WhytieGr
NBA IIangumc, Star Wars: Shadotvs ol the Empire, DonkeyKong
CountrySriOixie Kong'sDouble Trouble Pail 2, Ultimate Mortal Komi
3, MarvelSuper I lerocs War of theGcms,Taz-Mania2,Jeopardy.
Shadovvsof the Empire comic,WhveRace64 Strategies.

Volume 90 (Nov. *96): DonkeyKong Country 3: Dixie Kong'sDouble
Trouble, Whve Race 64, Blast Coips,Shadowsof theEmpire comic,Srar
Wars,Super Mario 61,Sini City 2000,Maui Mallard, KI GirdGame.
Areadels Greatest Hits,Tbshindcn (GB). Lufia II.

Volume 89 (Oct. '96): Mortal Kombat Trilogy,Shadows or dieEmpire
comic, Donkey KorigCountry 3: Dixie KongSTIoubleTrouble.Strcet
Fighter Alpha,Ms PacMan,Hvruie.m Adventure.SuperMario RPC*.

Inter view with Shigerti Miyamoto, TetrisAmick (GB),Batdezone/
SuperBreakout

Volume 88 (Sept '96): SuperMario 64, PilotWings 64,Realm, Kirbv
Super Star, Part 2.Donkey KongLand 2: Didtlv’sKong Quest. Pinoccliio,

N64 Launch, Cruis'n USA Update, Ttirok: Diriasaur Hunter, Donkcv
KongC-oitmry 3: DixieKongs Double Trouble, Princeof Persia 2. Maui
Mallard,SimCi ty, War3010.The Revolution.

Volume 87 (Aug. ‘96): Tetris Attack, Oscar, KirbvSuper Star Part I,

Mario 64,FIFA Soccer '97,Urban Strike, Wayne Gretzky’s3-D Hockey,
Beat the Bass Part 2,GameBoy Pocket, PowerRangers /.EO: Battle

Racers,Zero Racers, DonkeyKong Land 2, Marvel Super Heroes:Whr oi

the Gents,Mole Mania, FireEmblem, NFS Epics

Volume 86 (July '96): E3 Report, PilotWings 64, Mortal Kombat Trilogy,

BASS Masters Classic Pro Edtuon,SuperMarioRPG Challenge, Beat tnc

BossPart 1, Iron Man/X-O ManowarIn Heavy Metal, Brainics, Kirby
Super Sutr,Tctris Attack, W'atcr World. Dragon Hopper,Eye of ihe
Beholder, StarOcean,Sword ofHope II Part 2.

Volume 85 (June ’96): Thirty-onezpagc all N64 exclusivegame preview,

OlympicSummerGames.Ken Grtffev Ins Winning Run trading suatc-

gies. Mohaw k& I leadphonejackPartZTov Story (&B), Dragonfieart,
SwordofHope II,Luna lb Riseof the Sinistrals Part 2.

96): Ken GriffcvjriWinning Run,Mohitwk &Hcad-
, Lobo,OlympicSummerGames (GB),SuperMario
'

'ission: Impossible,NPAward winners,Blood

Volume 84 .

.

phone lack Pa
' u c.ei. -n—w-i.:— _r Missfoix Impossible,NP Awartl Winners,Blood

„ m Codes. Cvbcrjocks.Super Mario RPG, Lufia
II: Riseof die Sinistrals Part 1.

Volume 83 (Apr. '96): Shadowsof die Empire,Power Pigs. Kl 2Arcade
Special. Smurls, Iviibv’s Block Bali, Earthworm]im2 Codes,Super Mario
RPG, lacticsOgre, Pocahontas, College SlantThe Legendof Zclda-A
Link to thePut
Volume 82 (Mar. '94): SuperMarioRPG.CollegeSlam,3-DTeiris(VB).
Frantic Flea, Cutthroat IslandSuperMario Ivan,NHL '96(CB)The
Smurfs (GB). Digipen Feature, Ken Griffev On-line, idshis Island.Tales

ofFhsuitasia,NintendoPowerAwardsNominees.

Volume 80 (Jan. '96): Earthwwmlim 2.ShoshinkaiTradeShow Special,

Revolution X,Doomtroopers:Mutant Chronicles, Breath of Fire If

Secret of Evermore,Smoky Doo. PGATour -96. Final Fight3Jack Bros.

(VB)Tetris Blast.ThcGetaway.FrankTliomas Big Mur: Bnsenali (GB).

Volume 79 (Dec. '95): Donkey KongCountry2 Diddys Kong Quest,
Whriol.indfVB). Whterworld, Sports Scene,WWE Wrest leMantaiTlie

ArcadeGame, \fcgas Stakes (GB), Mortal Kombat3 (GB), Mcchwarrior
3050,Urban Strike, Shoshinkai Preview;SecretofEvermore,RTO. II.

Volume 78 (Nov. '95): Mortal Kombai3,Spidermanand Venom;
Separation Anxiety. BigSky Trooper, Boogernian,Zoop, Whtenvorid
(VB), VirtualLeague Baseball, Killer Instinct (GB).SuperReturn of die
Jedi, Delender/Joust, Wizard'sRealm, SecretofEvermore,NES
Anniversary Celebration, Sports Scene.

Volume 77 (Oct. '95): Super MarioWorld 2: Yoshi's bland,Batman
Forever. Primal Rage,AAAHH1!! Real Monsters,MegaMan 7, kfertical

Force, PanicBomber, Aladdin (GB), Civilization, SecretofEvermore,
Super MarioRPG preview.Sports Scene.

Volume 76 (Sep. '95): Killer instinct,Doom,Red Alarm, VB Golf,
Cast IcvaniaDranilnX,The Mask, Dragon:TheBrucelee Story,

Gaiaga/Galaxian,DonkeyKong Lanc(2,The Syndicate,Chrono Trigger.
Romanceof tlieThreeKingdoms IV IL Lincoln& M.Arakawn profile.

Volume 75 (Aug. ‘95): Vimtal Bov Special, MarioVlennis, Galactic
tll,Telerolioxer,Mario Clash,SuperMario World?, Wishislsland,-•

ntom 2040, Ninja
" " " " ‘

ArcadeO; —
Digipen Game Programming College.

Use dieBack Issue/Dp BookOlderForm in Oils issue to order past
NintendoPower issuesand books, orcallourConsumer Service depai
mem at 1-800-255-3700 to orderbyphone with Visa orMasterCard

OFFICIAL
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


